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Rardin resigns as student body VP-elect
Alestle Staff Report
The debate surrounding the race for 
student body vice president may soon be 
coming to a close.
Wednesday’s revision to the Student 
Government Election Commission report 
states that former vice president-elect 
Brandon Rardin submitted his resignation 
from the position Tuesday.
A  previous version o f  the report 
disqualified Rardin from the race for 
allegedly violating election commission 
policies. According to the report, Rardin 
was accused o f bringing a student to the 
polling booth located in the Skywalk Cafe 
during elections earlier this month.
The updated version o f the report 
states Rardin resigned because he did not 
intend to return to SIUE in the fall.
However, Rardin said Wednesday he plans 
to remain a student at the university.
Rardin will continue his term as a 
student senator for the remainder o f  the 
current academic year.
According to the report, the position 
o f  vice president will pass to runner-up 
Andrew Spainhour. Rardin defeated 
Spainhour 470-372 in the April 2-3 
election.
The official 2007 election report will 
be voted on at Friday’s Student Senate 
meeting. The Senate will also vote on a 
travel request for Phi Kappa Psi.
The meeting will be at 2 p.m. Friday 
in the Morris University Center’s Goshen 
Lounge.
Alestle News can be reached at 
akstlenews@jjmail.com or 650-3527.
The next generation 13 vehicle burglaries 
reported in single day
Two newborn goslings stand 
goslings hatched Monday.





SIU E Police are currently 
investigating a string o f thefts that 
occurred throughout core campus 
parking lots on April 19.
Approximately 13 car burglaries 
occurred during the late morning 
hours in Lots P5, P6, P8, P9 and 
Woodland Hall Lot, according to 
SIU E Police Lt. Kevin Schmoll.
The suspects allegedly gained 
entry to the vehicles by punching car 
locks and breaking windows, Schmoll 
said. Stereo equipment and other 
valuables have been reported missing 
in the aftermath o f the burglaries.
Police currendy have not found 
anyone in connection w ith the 
burglaries, but are looking for 
possible suspects.
According to two eyewitnesses 
who spoke to the police, two black 
males in their early-to-mid 20s were 
driving a red Ford F-150 with 
Missouri license plates along a row o f  
cars trying to pick the locks on several
cars.
When the witnesses confronted 
the two males, one o f them explained 
that he had locked his keys in his car 
and his friend was helping him open 
the car door.
“The witness said that she later 
discovered that this vehicle was 
broken into,” Schmoll said.
As a result o f  the burglaries, 
students are cautioned to keep their 
valuables with them and to keep their 
car windows and doors locked when 
parking their vehicles.
“Please contact us on a cell phone 
or find an emergency phone and call 
the police department immediately if  
you see any suspicious activity in 
campus parking lots,” Schmoll said. 
“The sooner we know about a car 
burglary incident and the more 
information we know, the sooner we 
can act.”
The phone number for the SIU E 
Police is 650-3324.
Kevin Eagan can be reached, at 
alestlenews@gmail.com or 650-3527.
White House correspondent to speak at commencement
by Zach Groves
Alestle News Reporter
Even though he graduated from 
SIU E 37 years ago, CBS News Radio 
White House Correspondent Peter Maer is 
donning a cap and gown with the spring 
class o f 2007.
Maer returns Saturday, May 5, to 
receive an honorary doctorate o f human 
letters and will also speak at the 90th 
commencement.
Maer is no stranger to the graduation 
festivities. He not only graduated with the 
first mass communications class in SIUE 
history at the 1970 spring 
commencement, but he also spoke at the 
1995 summer graduation.
The Granite City native has won 
Edward R. M urrow awards for his 
contributions to the CBS news team’s 
coverage o f the one-year anniversary o f the 
Sept. 11 attacks and former President Bill 
Clinton’s impeachment trial.
Maer has covered the White House 
since 1986 for NBC and Mutual Radio 
and 1998 for CBS Radio, according to
www.cbsnews.com. He has also reported 
on the presidential campaigns, 
conventions and elections since 1980 and 
traveled on the Air Force One with every 
president dating back to Jimmy Carter.
Maer said he found out about the 
honorary doctorate toward the end o f 
2006 when a representative from the 
chancellor’s office called him.
“I was very flattered and just thrilled 
about the honor,” Maer said.
While Maer is earning kudos for his 
growth in prominence as a broadcast 
journalist, he said the job description has 
not changed much.
“Just a lot more mileage on the 
engine,” Maer said.
Maer’s speech topic will focus on “the 
need for a more civil discourse in society” 
and how it should be applied to the media, 
the Internet and the ways people 
communicate.
The graduating class, “one o f the 
largest since 2004 in the spring term,” 
according to Career Development Center 
Director Jean Paterson, will consist o f 
approximately 1,635 students.
College o f Arts and Sciences grads 
will walk down the aisle first in a 9 a.m. 
ceremony, followed by the Colleges o f 
Education and Nursing at 1 p.m. At 5 
p .m ., the Schools o f  Business and 
Engineering will host ceremonies.
Paterson said, unlike in previous years, 
the undergraduates and graduate students 
will participate simultaneously in 
graduation.
Maer will not be alone in the speaking 
responsibilities. Paterson said Maer is 
scheduled to speak at the 9 a.m. and 1 
p.m. ceremonies and Robert McClellan, 
S IU E  alumnus and H ortica, Inc., 
Insurance president and CEO, will speak 
at the 5 p.m. ceremony.
McClellan, who graduated with his 
bachelor’s in 1973 and master’s in 1976, is 
expected to receive the Distinguished 
Service Award for his contributions to the 
university as well as the Edwardsville area. 
McClellan was also a faculty member in 
the School o f  Business and the 
M anagem ent Information Services 
director during the 1980s.
In addition, according to Paterson,
three students, CAS graduate Aaron 
Kuban, nursing graduate Lynne Dillender 
and engineering graduate Ashley Ball will 
speak in their respective ceremonies.
Honorary Degrees and Distinguished 
Service Awards Committee Chair Rhonda 
Comrie said Maer met the criteria for an 
honorary doctorate as established under 
the Board o f Trustees policy through with 
his work in radio news. The policy states 
the person qualified for the degree is 
som eone “who has made significant 
contributions to cultural, educational, 
scientific, economic, social, humanitarian 
or other worthy fields o f endeavor.”
McClellan, a retired faculty member 
and frequent community service 
participant, also met the criteria for the 
Distinguished Service Award.
Once the recommendations were 
made, Vandegrift then forwarded them to 
the Board o f  Trustees, which made the 
final decision.
Paterson said the ceremonies are free 
to the public, but seats are filling up fast.
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Police Reports
4-20
Police took a report o f a the ft o f 
an iPod nano from  an Apple 
representative at the Morris 
University Center.
Police took a report from a 
Lincoln Middle School student 
o f an alleged incident of abuse 
that took place in a Cougar 
Village residence. The case has 
been referred to  Departm ent of 
Children and Family Services 
and is pending investigation.
Police took a report of a vehicle 
burglary at the Woodland Hall 
Lot.
Police issued Faith Decker a 
citation for speeding on East 
University Drive.
4-21
Police responded to Lot 4D after 
a resident assistant reported 
the gate to  the inner roadway 
was broken.
4-22
Police took a report of a vehicle 
burglary in Lot A. The vehicle 
owner reported the rear license 
plate was stolen.
4-23
Police issued Leann Smith a 
citation for speeding on North 
University Drive.
Police took a walk-in report o f a 
vehicle burglary in Cougar 
Village Lot 4A. A parking lot 
hangtag was reported stolen.
Police took a report o f a stolen 
hangtag from  a vehicle at the 
East St. Louis Higher Education 
Campus Building A.
Police responded to  a two- 
vehicle acc iden t on North 
University Drive at P2 Road.
Police issued Amber Chappell a 
citation for fa ilure to  yield at an 
intersection.
Police took a walk-in report o f a 
stolen hangtag from a vehicle in 
Lot 11.
Madison County Jail reported to 
have Deaundrae Liddell in 
custody. Liddell is being held on 
felony burglary w arrants and 
bond is set at $75,000.
SIUC experiences bomb scare
by Kyle Wiese
Alesile News Reporter
Southern Illinois University 
Carbondale experienced a 
perceived bom b scare after a 
suspicious package was left in a 
classroom in Lawson Hall.
According to University
Spokesman Rod Sievers, a 
student left: a package filled with 
sand in a classroom. The student 
was using the material for 
another class later in the day.
The package, which was 
reported at approximately 11:30 
a.m. to the SIU  police 
department, was inspected by
authorities and found to be safe.
“N obody did anything 
wrong,” Sievers said. “There is 
no reason to think that anybody 
will be charged with anything.”
Kyle Wiese can be reached at 
alestlenews@gmail.com or 650-3527.
Provost reflects on first year
by Holly Meyer
Alestle News Reporter
Nearing the end o f his first 
year with the university, SIUE 
Provost Paul Ferguson said his 
main focus during the past year 
has been to promote faculty and 
student development.
“One o f  the things I am 
really proud about is the strong 
partnership between the Division 
o f Academic Affairs and Student 
Affairs,” Ferguson said. “Dr. 
Emmanuel and I do an awful lot 
to improve student learning and 
really figuring out ways to ensure 
student success.”
During the past year, 
students experienced the new 
Banner system for the first time 
this spring when they registered 
for their fall classes. Also, a plan 
was chosen for the general 
education reform that will be 
implemented in the near fimirc. 
Upon the completion o f 
Evergreen Hall, the on-campus 
population w ill reach about 
3 ,500 . In addition, the new 
science building will be placed in 
the governor’s budget.
“My job is to make sure that 
the chancellor has in his hands 
justification and specifics o f what 
that Science Building will be and 
what it will provide students,” 
Ferguson said.
The continual change at 
SIU E is one reason that Ferguson 
said he was excited about being 
the provost.
“I think one o f the things 
that I have,really enjoyed is just
the buzz about what’s going on 
at SIU E,” Ferguson said. “It’s 
just that we’re in a growth stage -  
people are looking at us as really 
being something special.”
Ferguson said the provost 
ranks just below the chancellor 
and acts as a liaison between 
Academic Affairs, external boards 
and the chancellor to ensure that 
students are receiving a quality 
education.
Before Ferguson came to 
SIU E, he was the vice president 
o f Research and Graduate Studies 
at the University o f Nevada, Las 
Vegas.
Originally from Southern 
California, the provost said the 
Illinois winter weather proved to 
be a bit o f a challenge for him.
“I still don’t like ice storms,” 
Ferguson said. “That’s a new 
experience for me, learning how 
to drive in the snow and the ice. 
I’ve never grown up in snow and 
ice.”
The ice storm in late 
November that caused power 
outages to nearly 50 percent o f 
Cougar Village, car accidents and 
tree damage was one part o f the 
major events and issues that 
Ferguson encountered in his first 
year as provost.
Also, the university made 
transitions in athletics toward 
NCAA Division I from DII.
Ferguson said he agreed with 
Chancellor Vaughn Vandegrift 
that the move is an exciting 
opportunity for SIU E to 
compete nationally in athletics 
and academics on the highest
level.
“I think it is going to be a 
challenge for us, but I think we’re 
going to do well,” Ferguson said.
Ferguson said he does not 
think that the jump to Division I 
will take away the university’s 
focus on academics.
“It should complement 
student life very well,” Ferguson 
said. “I don’t think it will detract 
or take away from our 
comm itment to academic 
excellence in any way, because 
we’re committed to maintaining 
that.”
Ferguson’s first year also 
included civility-related issues.
In October, sophomore 
Mike Turk faced disciplinary 
action from the university for 
creating a Facebook group that 
named a student as allegedly 
having sexual contact with 
members o f  die group.
In March, SIU E hosted a 
military funeral for U .S. Army 
Ranger Spc. Ryan Garbs. 
Concern was generated about a 
possible protest o f the ceremony.
Also in March, Student 
Senator Brandon Rardin 
admitted to spray painting a slur 
on the Rock on the Stratton 
Quadrangle against the Alpha 
Kappa Lambda fraternity.
Two weeks later, The 
Missionaries to the Preborn, an 
anti-abortion organization, came 
to campus to demonstrate. The 
event resulted in an arrest and 
discontent among the students
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Virginia Tech shootings call 
attention to warning signs 
in disturbing writings
by Sarah Byer and Kyie Wiese
Aiestle News Reporters
Last week’s shootings at Virginia Tech have 
caused faculty and administrations nationwide to 
review safety policies and procedures used to 
identify students with potential problems.
Cho Seung-Hui, the shooter, had a history o f  
disturbing writings. Cho also exhibited threatening 
behavior such as stalking two individuals, though 
the parties involved did not follow through with 
their reports.
Such incidents are not unusual on other college 
campuses, including SIUE.
Foreign Language and Literature Chair Belinda 
Carstens-Wickham said she was threatened by a 
student.
“A student was very off-balance and indirectly 
threatening to kill me,” Carstens-Wickham said. 
“The Edwardsville Police told me they couldn’t do 
anything unless he actually attacked me. They told 
me to take precautions, such as keeping an irregular 
schedule, making sure my garage was empty when 
I got out o f  the car, et cetera.”
Carstens-Wickham said she was informed by 
students who told her the person had an apartment 
full o f weapons and that he spoke wildly about her 
before she entered class.
“It was a very scan' and stressful semester,” 
Carstens-Wickham said.
I f  a faculty member witnesses disturbing 
behavior in class, he or she can report it to either the 
police or to the dean o f students, Counseling 
Services Director Andrew B. King said.
King said disturbing writing is something that 
occurs often on campus.
“Sometimes faculty ask these questions quite 
innocently and don’t realize some o f their students 
have led difficult lives,” King said.
I f  a student has a friend or knows someone 
who they believe needs help, there are two 
approaches they can take, he said.
“That’s a very difficult scenario,” King said.
Students approaching their friends directly is 
not a good strategy, King said. The student with the 
problem will deny they have one, he said.
“For the student who seems to recognize their 
friend has a problem,” King said, “come in and 
consult with Counseling (Services).”
King said counselors will then help the student 
formulate a plan to help their friend. The student is 
asked to bring their friend in for a session with 
counselors where both students are present.
Every' student at SIU E pays for 15 counseling 
sessions when they pay their fees.
The sessions are designed to be short-term and 
group therapy is an option for anyone interested.
“I f  it’s more serious,” King said, “like if  they’ll 
hurt themselves, call the police and get a prevention 
officer who will come and take them to the hospital 
for immediate treatment that will offset any 
violence.”
Creative Writing professor Geoffrey Schmidt 
also had suspicions about a student.
“ I ’ve had a student write something so 
disturbing, I worried about that students mental 
health,” Schmidt said.
Although he has had no threats o f  violence 
from students, he said he still thinks about what 
could happen.
“That’s always a thing that’s in the back o f your 
mind,” Schmidt said.
Schmidt said that should a student’s mental 
health become an issue, he would most likely refer 
them to Counseling Services.
Housing Director Michael Schultz said every 
circumstance is different.
“ I f  we have a situation where somebody is on 
campus where there are gunshots reported, we will 
ask students to stay inside,” Schultz said. “It would 
be different if someone were inside.”
Schultz said there is a common procedure for 
the residence halls in case o f an emergency o f any 
kind.
“First, we w'ould have to make sure we get 
students to safety',” Schultz said. “Once we get 
everybody safe, the police would be called. Once 
the police arrive, they will be in control o f the 
situation.”
SIU E Police officers are trained to react to 
situations o f dangerous behavior involving potential 
mental instability. Glen Carbon, Edwardsville and 
the SIU E campus police have crisis intervention 
team officers, who had trained in a state-certified 
week-long class on how to respond in emergency 
situations involving a case o f a mental disability.
Edwardsville Police Department Lt. Scott 
Evers, a CIT trained officer, said that “on average, 
CIT officers are dispatched once or twice a week.” 
According to Evers, the officer first tries to calm 
down the person and escorts him or her to the 
Gateway Medical Center in Granite City.
Administration Vice Chancellor Kenn Neher 
said the Virginia Tech shootings should be a 
learning experience.
“We’re looking at what happened there and 
what we can do to improve (our emergency 
procedure plan), as good or bad as it might be, 
whether it happens here or somewhere else,” Neher 
said.
The current list o f safety procedures can be 
found on the SIU E Web site.
“The procedures are a laundry list,” Neher said. 
“The plan is multi-purpose and the buildings are 
built to the fire code.”
Not all procedures can be followed precisely, 
however, Neher said.
According to the procedure for a “hostile 
intruder,” faculty members should lock themselves 
and students in their classrooms immediately, yet 
this is not feasible in some cases.
In some buildings, doors open out and lock 
from the-outside, making it impossible to for classes 
to lock themselves in.
Small discrepancies in the plan such as this have 
caused a call for revision.
Neher said the current plan, implemented in 
February' 2006, is under administrative review.
Em ergency Management and Safety' 
Coordinator Dave McDonald said his task is to 
update the procedures.
“ Basically what I am trying to do is organize an 
em ergency operations team and locate an 
emergency operation center for them and make sure 
it’s properly equipped,” McDonald said.
McDonald said revisions must be made to 
complv with the National Incident Management 
System.. The goal o f the sy'stem is to create response
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Smoking 
or non?
Weighing the options 
o f smoking on campus
by Sarah Byer
Alestle News Reporter
Micaah Bailey started smoking when 
she was in high school.
Bailey said peer pressure is what got 
her started in the habit, a habit she has yet 
to shake as a sophomore at SIUE.
However, a new idea has begun to 
sweep the nation, which Bailey said she is 
excited about. Smoking has been banned 
on several college campuses, paving the 
way for a new lifestyle for those who rely 
on outside areas to smoke.
“I f  you make it harder,” Bailey said. 
“You won’t have as many adults smoking. 
I f  nobody was allowed to smoke on 
campus, there w ould be less peer 
pressure.”
Sm oking bans have taken hold 
everywhere from the east to the west 
coasts. California and New York have bans 
on smoking indoors. In addition, last year 
Chicago placed a ban on smoking in all 
public places.
In 2006, the Illinois Senate voted for 
an indoor smoking ban for the entire state. 
Some cities have bans in public places, 
however not all are smoke-free outside.
Kinesiology professor Mai Goldsmith 
said the university is considering a 
complete tobacco ban on campus. 
Goldsmith said if  it were to happen it 
would be “a complete ban, with no 
designated areas.”
Goldsm ith said the university’s 
Tobacco Policy Control Task Force has 
been working on the research for two
years.
“ We’re seeing an unprecedented rise 
in students taking on smoking when they 
come on campus,” Goldsmith said. “It 
becomes the norm. The campus 
environment becomes a risk factor.”
Seventy percent o f  the student 
population is smoke-free. Goldsmith said 
these people have to deal with clouds o f 
smoke, cigarette butt litter and second­
hand smoke health issues.
Goldsmith said other campuses where 
smoking has been banned have had 
positive reactions from students.
“After a time period, (smokers) abide 
by the rules, and people will want to come 
to your campus because it is tobacco-free,” 
Goldsmith said. .
Goldsmith said although there are no 
designated areas for smoking on campus at 
the moment, smokers seem to have found 
places to congregate.
“Unfortunately, these are high-traffic 
areas,” Goldsmith said.
The reason behind the investigation is 
to create a better environment for students 
health-wise.
According to Goldsmith, the rights o f 
smokers will not be taken away with a ban.
“Smokers still have the right to 
smoke,” Goldsmith said, “just not on 
campus.”
Senior Raj Shrestha, who is a smoker, 
said he would support a partial ban.
“Basically, the campus shouldn’t allow 
us to smoke on the premises,” Shrestha 
said. “A ban would be OK if we are 
allowed to smoke in open areas.”
Shrestha said he came from a school 
in a different country where students and 
faculty were only allowed to smoke in 
designated areas.
Freshman Vincent Giammaria is also 
in favor o f designated smoking areas if 
SIU E were to ban smoking on campus.
“I can understand i f  they want to 
designate areas,” Giammaria said, “but I 
think it would be unfair to ban it all 
together. Smoking outside is probably the 
last place we can smoke anymore.”
Giammaria said he will probably quit 
smoking if  a ban occurs, which in his 
opinion is “a good thing.”
Health Services Director Riane 
Greenwalt said there are several risks 
involved with smoking.
“The health risks are greatest for 
respiratory illnesses that could range from 
increased colds per year and bronchitis up 
to, and including, lung cancer,”  Greenwalt 
said.
Health Services frequently attends to 
students who have some sort o f  smoke- 
related problem every year, according to 
Greenwalt.
Many people that present with 
respiratory illnesses are smoke-related,” 
Greenwalt said. “ They either smoke 
themselves or have been exposed to a 
smoke environment.”
Greenwalt said it is hard to tell who 
smokes because many people keep quiet 
about their habit.
“Since smoking is negatively regarded 
in today’s society, I think many people 
minimize their sm oking habits,” 
Greenwalt said.
The health and well-being o f all 
student smokers is a concern o f 
Greenwalt’s. She said there are several 
ways to quit smoking, should anyone 
choose to do so, whether or not SIU E ever
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Walking for 
the March
March of Dimes walk 
to help fight birth defects
by Zach Groves
Alestle News Reporter
Kameron Gresham was born 
more than three months 
premature and weighed a littie 
more than one pound.
For four months, she was 
kept in a hospital in order to fully 
develop and grow.
H er mother, DaWanda 
Gresham, an assistant to the 
director at the East St. Louis 
Center, decided to volunteer for 
the March o f  Dimes St. Clair 
Division after Kameron’s birth.
The March o f Dimes is an 
organization designed to fight 
birth defects, premature births 
and other similar conditions.
Gresham, along with the 
East St. Louis Charter School 
students and T R IO  program 
members, will take to the trails in 
the fifth annual March o f Dimes 
St. Clair WalkAmerica at 9  a.m. 
Saturday, May 5, in the O’Fallon 
Community Park.
T R IO  is an organization 
designed to help low-income 
people, first generation college 
students and individuals with 
disabilities earn higher than a 
high school degree, according to 
an e-mail from Patricia Merritt, 
also an assistant to the East St. 
Louis Center director.
It is the school’s second year 
in the two-mile walk, Merritt 
said. She said Sandra Fields, the 
East St. Louis Center’s assistant 
director, brought it to the 
school’s attention.
The March o f  Dimes 
Southern Illinois Division has 
participated in the walk for 38 
years overall, according Division 
Director Blair Sartory. During 
that time, Edwardsville and Alton 
have hosted walks and continue 
their tradition Saturday, a week 
before the O’Fallon walk.
Registration in Edwardsville 
for the Madison County Walk
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begins at 8 a.m. at Lincoln 
Middle School on 145 West St.
The Alton registration for 
the Riverbend Walk also takes 
place at 8 a.m. at the National 
Great Rivers Museum at 2 Lock 
and Dam Way.
Both walks begin at 9 a.m.
Sartory said the Edwardsville 
and Alton walks brought in at 
least $40,000 and the St. Clair 
walk finished with $35,000 in 
2006.
March o f Dimes began in 
1938 as an effort by then- 
president Franklin Roosevelt to 
cure polio, according to the 
University o f Florida March o f 
Dimes Collegiate Council’s Web 
site. With more than $1 million 
in financial support from the 
organization, scientists were able 
to find the viruses, identify them 
and work on a cure. Dr. Jonas 
Salk accomplished the feat in 
1953.
The now-nationwide
organization helped .create the 
Mothers’ and Newborns’ Health 
Protection Act, the State 
Children’s Health Insurance 
Program and the Birth Defects 
Prevention Act, which work to 
ensure healthy births as well as 
medical coverage for children.
It has been more than two 
years since Kameron’s birth and 
she is doing fine, according to 
Gresham.
“She is doing remarkably 
better (than after her birth),” 
Gresham said. “She is not on any 
medication.”
For more information on the 
walk, contact March o f Dimes 
Southern Division Community 
Director Terri Polites at (618) 
234-9445, or e-mail her at 
m polites@ m archofdim es.com , 
or visit walkam erica.org to 
register online.
Zach Groves can be reached at 
alestlenewsipbfpnail. com or 650-3527.
plans and teams that are able to 
work together quickly and 
efficiendy.
An NIM S plan “puts in place 
a structure for the emergency 
team that allows them to better 
respond,” McDonald said.
Anyone interested in 
emergency procedures should 
visit the Web site, 
siue.edu/SAFETY.
McDonald said everyone on 
campus is encouraged to check 
the site to ensure their safety, 
however he was unsure o f  future 
workshops or lectures based on 
the information on the site.
“It’s hard to put out 
something that covers every 
situation, but it helps you protea 
yourself,” McDonald said.
M cDonald said he is 
working as hard as he can to 
improve the current plan.
“My priority right now is to 
make sure this (new) plan is in 
place, the team is put together 
and we’re ready to respond to an 
event we hope never happens,” 
McDonald said.
Sarah Byer and Kyle Wiese can be 
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R elax &  enjoy live perform ance by B en Em nn
Located m ain level of M U C
S t a r b u c k s  o p e n  till 2 :0 0 a m
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Finals W eek: April 30 - May 4
Our hot buffet will feature 
favorites of the year 
S te a k  Sp ecial not available Thursday, May 3
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Edw ardsville Intelligencer
A vailable M onday - F riday
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Stop by Deli/Panini in Center Court & Try  our
New P aninis
© a n
SIUE Dining S e r v ic e s  u se s  
0%  Trans Fat frying oil 
for all fried foods
B t y s a f e g  g a m s f e
Enjoy free Popcorn, Pretzels, 
Coffee, & Lem onade  
April 26 - May 3 
2:00pm till 10:00pm  
Upper Level Near A lestle
Special #1
Pizza Man •Delivery •Carry Out






2-14” (1) Topping . . 3-14” Cheese 
Thin Crust Pizzas i ! Thin Crust Pizzas
i i 
i i
only $16.99 on y $20.99
Expires May 4, 2007
I I 
I I 
I I Expires May 4, 2007
Special #3
2-16” Pepperoni 
! Thin Crust Pizzas 
i
\ only $ 2 1  a 9 9
Expires May 4, 2007
Located on Route 157 Club Centre Shopping Center • CA LL: 692-8101
L _____ - __________________________________________________________________________________ *
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Tel: 618.659.9400 Fax: 618.659.9444
1025 Century Drive • Edwardsvie 
Off Route 157 Behind Scott Crecft Union
Appetizers
Lunch & Dinner 
Sushi • Noodle • Sake 
Chicken • Steak • Seafood
M enu Items Subject To C h an g e  
........:«•
DINE-IN or CARRY OUT
www.thealestle.com Thursday, April 26, 2007
ATTENTION:
Healthy Adult Men and Women 
Looking for Tuition Assistance? 
Would You Like to Study 
and Get Paid for it?
Earn $400 -  $4000
You May Qualify if:
• You are a healthy adult, male or female (18 or older)
• Take no medications on a regular basis
• Have no current health problems
• Available for 24 - 48 hour stays at our facility
You can earn hundreds o f  dollars and help generic drugs obtain FD A  
approval. G atew ay M edical R esearch , Inc. has been conducting 
research for pharm aceutical com panies for years and thousands o f  people 
have participated. Find out how easy  it can be to earn $$$ , call our 
recruiters at (618) 655-0661 or (636) 946-2110, or visit our 
w ebsite at w w w .gatew avm edical .com
Gateway Medical Research, Inc. 
400 Fountain Lakes Blvd. 
St. Charles, MO 63301
How does $50 and 
a FREE pizza sound .
Open a savings and checking account
and we’ll give you $50*
when you sign up for a debit card
*II savings account is dosed within 365 days, initial $50 deposit remains at 
Scott Credit Union Must open Savings Checking and Debit Card to qualify
BONUS OFFER!
Get a coupon for 
a FREE pizza
when you sign up 
for a debit card!
Open your FREE checking account today and enjoy 
FREE access to 32,000 ATMs, FREE Online Bill Pay, 
and much more!
G O T T
C R E D I T
J V X O iV
1067 S. State Route 157 Edwardsville, IL 62025 
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Maer said he remembered 
SIUE in its infancy and is not 
surprised by the significant 
campus growth in the last few 
decades.
“It has always been at the 
cutting edge in all o f the areas 
that it has focused on through the 
years,” Maer said. “I am in the 
unique position o f having seen 
SIU when it was just a couple o f 
buildings in Edwardsville, Alton 
and East St. Louis.”
Maer said he admits he has 
not seen the campus with its
PROVOST
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because o f  the organization’s 
methods and the administration’s 
actions.
Five days later, the national 
tragedy o f  the Virginia Tech 
shootings spurred the university 
to look at its policies. Then, an 
apparent bomb threat on 
Facebook by student Andrew 
Stone localized the issue.
Ferguson reflected on these 
civility issues.
“I think that even though 
they have been rocky issues, I 
think ultimately it’s been trying 
to make sure that we are caring 
about each other in the proper 
way and really addressing those 
issues,” he said.
“I think the community has 
really stepped up to make those 
issues improve. So even though
SMOKING
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implements a ban.
Smokers have several options 
when they are ready to quit 
sm oking,” Greenwalt said. 
“Anyone can go to their primary 
provider or participate in a 
smoking cessation class at 
Madison County Health 
Department. Students can also 
come to H ealth Services for 
nicotine replacement therapy.”
According to Greenwalt, 
Nicotine Replacement Therapy 
is the introduction o f  several 
different forms o f nicotine into 
the body. The strategy is used to 
aid withdrawal symptoms.
“NR.T is available after a 
physician evaluation -  and some 
products are over the counter and 
some require a prescription,” 
Greenwalt said.
Greenwalt expressed her
recent changes, but he is excited 
about the opportunity to return 
to his alma mater.
“I am just very excited to 
receive this,” Maer said. “ (I am) 
especially blessed that my 
mother, who grew up in Madison 
... is going to be present to 
witness it along with her brothers 
and my own brothers.”
Zach Groves can be reached at 
alestlenews@gmail.ccmi or 650-3527.
there have been a lot of 
challenges, I look back on those 
and they have been fairly well 
resolved to the betterment o f our 
campus community.”
Ferguson said he wants to 
stay at SIU E as the provost.
“I think we have just begun 
so many exciting initiatives,” 
Ferguson said. “I think SIUE’s 
future is very, very bright. We’ve 
got a wonderful population of 
students and a wonderful 
population o f  faculty,” he said. 
“As provost, it’s my exciting job 
to find the best way to enhance 
the development o f both and 
how to make those interactions 
just great.”
Sarah Byer can be reached at 
alestlenews@gmail.com or 650-3527.
strong opinion toward the 
seriousness o f treating the 
addiction.
“A person must be ready to 
attempt to quit,” Greenwalt said. 
“They need to be evaluated for 
the right nicotine replacement 
therapy and have a support group 
to help long term.”
Although help is available, 
not everyone is ready to quit.
Junior Scott Munn said it 
there is ever a ban, he will simply 
find some place else to smoke.
“It’s really not an 
inconvenience,” Munn said. “A 
lot o f places are going to (ban 
smoking), and it’s the school’s 
choice.”
Sarah Byer can be reached at 
alestlcnnvs@gnmil.coni or 650-3527.
..  SIUE STUDENT SAVINGS!.
) i $5#» HAIRCUT
W/STUDENT ID
Walk-ins 10-2 or call for appointment
797-1613
2119 PONTOON ROAD, GRANITE CITY, IL 62040
All services will be done by students
Express your opinion 24 hours a day, seven days a week! 
Polls, message boards and more at www.thealestle.com
T hu rsday, A p ril 2 6 , 2 0 0 7





































Letters to the Editor Policy:
The editors, staff and publishers of the 
Alestle believe in the free exchange of 
ideas, concerns and opinions and will 
publish as many letters as possible.
Letters may be turned in at the Alestle 
office located in the Morris University 
Center, Room 2022 or via e-mail at 
alestle@gmail.com.
All hard copy letters should be typed 
and double-spaced. Letters should be 
no longer than 500 words.
Please include phone number, 
signature, class rank and major.
We reserve the right to edit letters lor 
grammar and content. However, care 
will be taken to ensure that the letter's 
message is not lost or altered.
Letters to the editor will not be printed 
anonymously except under extreme 
circumstances.
We reserve the right to reject letters.
About the Alestle:
One copy of the Alestle is no charge. 
Additional copies cost 25 cents.
The Alestle is a member of the Illinois 
College Press Association, the 
Associated Collegiate Press and U- 
WIRE.
The name Alestle is an acronym 
derived from the names of the three 
campus locations of Southern Illinois 
University Edwardsville: Alton, East St. 
Louis and Edwardsville.
The Alestle is published on Tuesdays 
and Thursdays during fall and spring 
semesters and on Wednesdays during 




Send us an e-mail: 
alestleeditor@gmail.com 
The Alestle 
Campus Box 1167 
Edwardsville, III. 62026-1167
Questions or comments regarding this section? 
Contact Opinion Editor Justin Gibson at 
650-3527 or alestle@gmail.com.
M OTHER EARTH: WE PROBABLY COULD HAVE SAVED HER, BUT WE WERE JUST TOO DAMN CHEAP
The Alestle is seeking 
guest columnists and 
cartoonists to help 
contribute to the 
newspaper for the 
next school year. If 
you are interested, 
contact Opinion 
Editor Justin Gibson 
at alestle@gmail.com 
or 650-3528.
Writer criticizes poor image o f black women
In a midst o f  sorrow, pain 
and unexpected affliction upon 
our country via the Virginia Tech 
shooting, I want to commend 
the “distinguished gentlemen” o f 
Alpha Phi Alpha for their gesture 
o f love that will help heal our 
broken hearts.
As I look over history in 
times o f change and brokenness, 
it was the men 
in the Pan-Hellenic Lettd*
Council that to the
helped lead the E ^ i t O ! *
change and 
restoration. I’m
reminded o f great men like the 
Rev. Martin Luther King, Jesse 
Jackson Jr. and Thomas Bradley 
who fostered a spirit o f 
togetherness among fellow 
Americans and encouraged 
optimism toward the future.
However, after making great 
strides in American society and 
accumulating substantial
achievements, I fail to see how 
most o f the Pan-Hellenic 
fraternities on this campus are 
comfortable with sponsoring 
exploitative events like a 
swimsuit com petition, a wet 
dream themed pool party, 
wearing purple thongs and 
distributing or displaying 
extremely suggestive fliers. What 
type o f message are you sending 
when vou’ve traditionally created 
fivers using professional video 
hos? I’ve heard “you can’t turn a 
ho into a housewife,” so what are 
you implying?
Your racy fliers do nothing 
but take blows at African - 
American women’s self-esteem 
and depreciate self-love. Flyers 
like that make it easy for people 
like Don Imus to call us “nappy­
headed hos.” I find it interesting, 
echoing columnist George Curry, 
when a group o f  educated 
women who made an astounding 
athletic accomplishment, while
maintaining a 3.0 GPA or higher, 
qualified to be “nappy-headed 
hos.” In contrast, there’s Anna 
Nicole Smith, a high school 
dropout-turned-married-stripper, 
who had an affair with and 
eventually married her elderly 
client. She later has a baby and 
four men came forward as 
potential fathers, but she’s not a 
ho? So now brothers, what side 
o f the fence are you on?
Brothers, I fail to see the 
harmony between achievement 
and community service and the 
exploitation o f  black women. 
You do yourselves a disservice 
when you facilitate disgraceful 
events. At least a woman has a 
choice to participate or not. 
Unlike you, from the time your 
shameful event is conceived 
through its execution, you get 
stuck as the “disintegrators” or 
men o f little value. Please 
consider this: if  a woman wants 
to act a fool, let her act a fool on
her own account. Please don’t 
use your organizations to build a 
stage for her to act a fool on.
Consequently, when you 
exhibit tasteless behavior, you 
undo the daily works o f 
respectful women trying to make 
a difference, such as Earline 
Patterson, Tvra Banks, Oprah 
Winfrey, Judge Gloria Hatchett, 
Maya Angelou and Judge Lynn 
Toler. When you go against their 
missions as role models, then 
what are you all good for?
H ow  would you like the 
world to view the important and 
treasured African-American 
women, if any, in your lives? Are 
you satisfied in continuing to 
perpetuate a stereotype? Or are 
you going to be the leaders God 
created you to be and be part o f 
the solution? Brothers, please 
stand up and stop the hurt.
Amber Suggs
Student
Censorship and free speech cannot properly co-exist
It is time to be blunt: is our 
society becoming so politically 
correct that we are leaning 
toward a life full o f censorship? 
The First Amendment guarantees 
free speech, yet that right seems 
to be headed toward the 
suppression o f _ 
words that are 
seen as insulting 
to others.
Censorship 




Don Imus to 




Imus was terminated when 
the stations carrying his program 
came under fire after he made 
insensitive comments about the 
Rutgers women’s basketball 
team. Did Imus prove that he is a
Justin
Gibson
complete idiot through his 
comments? Yes, but the First 
Amendment should protect his 
right to say as he pleases on his 
show, just as it should also give 
you the right to turn that 
nonsense off.
Rosie O ’Donnell upset many 
people who called for her to be 
fired after her comments that our 
government may have been 
responsible for the attacks on 
Sept. 11. She is no longer going 
to be continuing her services on 
“The View,” which could have 
been provoked by her comments. 
Once again, her right to free 
speech may have been taken away 
by people who could have 
exercised their right to turn her 
off.
Even Howard Stem , who 
has an immense following solely 
because o f his questionable 
antics, has experienced the 
suppression o f his First 
Amendment right. H e was no
longer able to stay on the 
airwaves because the FCC was 
constantly taking his free speech 
away. The name Howard Stern is 
synonymous with distaste, so if 
you are offended by his words, 
turn him off.
The popular and vulgar 
cartoon on Comedy Central, 
“South Park,” has experienced 
censorship on several occasions. 
Yet a notable occurrence was in 
the past year when the show ran 
an episode attempting to show 
the Islamic prophet Muhammad 
weeks after a Danish newspaper 
ran a cartoon showing the 
religious figure, which upset 
many people and resulted in 
deaths from uprisings, the 
cartoons being pulled and a 
forced apology from the 
cartoonists. Com edy Central 
would not air the depiction o f 
Muhammad out o f  fear o f 
retribution.
Is that not how terrorism
works, though ... terrifying 
people into doing w hat they 
want, even if  that means their 
free speech is sacrificed? It should 
also be noted that in the same 
episode Comedy Central did 
allow images o f President Bush 
and Jesus Christ defecating on 
one another.
Don Imus was absolutely 
wrong for what he said in a 
generalization o f blacks, Rosie 
O’Donnell offended many people 
when she said the our 
government may have been 
responsible for Sept. 11 and 
Howard Stern offends people on 
a daily basis with his antics. I was 
personally offended by Imus and 
O’Donnell’s horrible words, and 
I will never listen to them or 
watch their shows, but I will not 
help take away their right to free 
speech.




Questions or comments regarding 
this section? Contact Lifestyles Editor 
Matthew Schroyer at 650-3 531  or 
alestlelifestyles@gmail.com.
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sweat and tears
The SIUE Paintball Club gears up for its biggest battle yet -  a major national tournament
by Kathy Ferrero
Alestle News Reporter
H e inched forward and fixed his face near the “Pimp Juice” sticker 
on his paintball gun.
Pop! Pop! Pop!
H e yelled through his 
protective mask to instruct 
teammates across the field. He 
then sprinted to a bunker and 
splashed in a mud puddle.
His gun misfired.
“This is one o f  the 
crappy parts, when your 
gun breaks,” freshman pre­
pharmacy major Kyle 
Alexander said as he 
kneeled and disassembled 
his paintball gun.
Alexander, a member 
o f SIU E Paintball Club, 
will finish his finals early.
The team leaves 
Wednesday for its first 
major tournament, the 
Paintball Sports
Promotions Mid-Atlantic 
Open in South Carolina, 
according to Cory Grant, 
club president and 
freshman mechanical engineer 
major.
Currently the club plays 
Division 4 , but Grant said he 
plans to get into Division 3 by 
having someone lead the 
recreational players, so he can 
focus on the core group o f 6.
“ The more we play, 
especially against pros who 
come back here all the time to
practice, the more methodical 
our skills get as a team,” Grant 
said.
This semester, the club 
built an indoor paintball field 
at the Student Fitness Center 
and practiced using rubber 
balls, he said. The club 
practices at the Student Fitness 
Center from 6 to 8 p.m. 
Fridays and in Millstadt on 
Sundays.
During the April 8
“The more we 
play, especially 
against pros who 
come back here all 
the time to practice, 
the more methodical 
our skills get as a
team.”
-Corv Grant, SIUE 
Paintball Club president
practice in M illstadt, after 
Alexander fixed his 
waterlogged gun, the Cougars 
played some o f the Misfits. 
The Misfits are ranked second 
in D-3, Grant said. After a few 
minutes o f gunfire and yelling, 
the Cougars eliminated them.
Paintballs can get 
expensive, especially for
college students -  and most of 
the club members are 
freshmen, Grant said. He said 
the team spends an average of 
$50 to $60 on a case of 
paintballs and goes through a 
case in half a day.
“There've been a lot of 
bounced rent checks,” 
Alexander said.
Before joining the school 
club, he was part o f a team 
called Future Homeless of 
America.
The SIU E Paintball 
C lub receives partial 
sponsorship from BingShop 
in Edwardsville, Grant said. 
It also collects money 
through fundraisers. Last 
weekend they raised 
approximately $400 selling 
Krispy Kreme doughnuts, 
Grant said.
But the sport is worth 
the effort, he said. He and 
Alexander have played for 
nine years.
“You go to class and 
work all week, and all you're 
thinking is, ‘I can’t wait for 
Sunday to come.’ It's a huge 
stress relief. You vent a lot 
o f pent-up aggression.”
For .more information 
about joining the SIUE 
Paintball Club, call Cory Grant 
at (217) 257-6055.
Kathy Ferrero can be reached at 
alestlelifestyles@gmail.com or 650- 
3531.
Professor raises awareness about domestic violence
by Lindsay Stuart
Alestle Sports Reporter
For SIU E professor Valerie Vogrin, it’s Rivers on 
Thursday and Ravens Saturday.
Words On Purpose is having a reading at the Black 
Bear Bakery in St. Louis to benefit RAVEN, a program 
treating male family and relationship violence. The cost is 
$5 at the door and all proceeds go to RAVEN.
Renowned poet David Clewell, whose poems have 
appeared in The Georgia Review, Yankee and TriQuarterly 
and Vogrin will be reading their works at 4 p.m. Saturday 
to onlookers at the Black Bear.
Words O n Purpose, a committee o f  socially 
concerned writers, hosts four to six readings a year 
benefiting local outreach programs in the Metro-East 
area.
“It’s really just a creative fundraiser,” Vogrin said. “I 
think they try to find a variety o f groups. They’ve helped 
women’s shelters and homeless shelters and now they are
doing domestic violence from the men’s point o f view.” 
Vogrin is an acclaimed fiction writer whose stories 
have appeared in the Florida Review, the Carolina 
Quarterly, the Black Warrior Review and many others. 
Vogrin also oversees the publication o f the River Bluff 
Review, a collection o f fiction prose and poetry written 
entirely by SIU E students. An SIU E English class o f  16 
students compiled the literary magazine.
“There’s generally an advertisement that comes out 
the first three weeks o f  the spring semester that calls for 
student submissions,” Vogrin said. “ Any student who is 
interested could contact me or look for the notices around 
the English Department.”
This year the class received over 130 entries, but only 
a handful are published.
“We only have 84 pages and we are on a really tight 
budget, especially since we can’t charge for the magazine 
because it is attached to a class,” Vogrin said. “It also gives 
students a real-world view o f what happens with literary 
magazines and how they are very selective when it comes 
to choosing what they publish. It’s a lot more likely that
you’ll get a rejection than an acceptance.”
Vogrin went on to explain that the class was started 
16 years ago and each year they publish an edition o f the 
R BR.
“This is our 16th issue o f  the River B l u f f  Review. The 
class teaches students about literary magazines and also 
how to produce them. The students put together the 
Review, they plan the layout, take it to the printer as well 
as plan the release party. The faculty are there to make sure 
the wheels don’t fall o ff the cart, but really it’s completely 
a student-run thing.”
According to Vogrin, every year the class plans a 
release party to celebrate the debut and help to generate 
interest in the class and magazine. The party will be from 
3:30  to 5 p.m. Thursday in the Morris University 
Center’s Meridian Ballroom.
For more information about the River Bluff Review, 
contact Vogrin at 650-2063. For more information about 
RAVEN, e-mail Tim Leach at Jaleach5@aol.com .
Lindsay Stuart can be reached at alestlelifestyles@gmail.com or 
650-3531.
Photo courtesy of Todd Murray and the SIUE Paintball Club 
SIUE Paintball Club President and freshman Cory Grant takes a knee behind 
cover in a paintball match. His team will travel to South Carolina for a 
national paintball tournament Wednesday.




College of Arts and Sciences
ADCOCK, JONAS EDW ARD................. MS
ADELHARDT, KRISTA M A R IE ....................... CER1
ADKINS, ERIC RICHARD ..............  BS
AGBOKA, TITUS Y A O .......................... MS
AGRE, CANDACE JOY .....................................  BS
AHRENS, AMY BETH .....................  BA
AKUOKO, MATHIAS KWADWO .......................MPA
ALBERS, JOEL HERMAN ..................................... BS
ALBERTINA, ANTHONY DONALD .................. MPA
ALSUP, MONICA ELIZABETH ..............................BS
AMENT, ANDREW STEVEN ................................ BM
AMPONSAA-KORANG, ROSEMARY ................MS
ANDERSON, KYLE EDWARD .......................  BS
ANDERSON, SHARITHA EBONI ......................... BS
ARMSTRONG, KRISTINE ELIZABETH ..............BA
ARNZEN. HILARY DENISE ...................................BS
ASHBAKER, VERONICA BETH ............................BA
AUBUCHON, VIVIAN CHRISTINE....................... MS
AVERY, SCOTT EDW ARD...................................MPA
AWADZI, DELA ......................................................MS
AYLLON, ROBERT BRUCE .................................MM
BABCOOK, NATHAN JAMES .............................. MS
BACH, RONALD W ARR EN...................................MS
BAEZ, LIZA MARIA ...............................................BM
BAGAGLIO, ANDREA M ........................................BA
BAGHERI, ARASH DAM O N...................................BS
BAKER, LINDSEY RENEE..................................... BS
BAKER, LYNDSEY REGINA...................................BS
BALESTRIERI, NICHOLAS PAUL ....................... BS
BASSO, ANGELA PYPER ..................................... BS
BAUER, JENNIFER LEE ........................................BS
BAXTER, HEATHER E ..........................................BM
BAYLEY, BRIAN RICHARD ................................... BS
BEAMON, GARY EUGENE................................... MM
BEASLEY, STACIE D IANE......................................MS
BEAUDOIN, STEPHANIE M A R IE ..........................BS
BECKETT, LISA D AW N .......................................... MA
BEEHNER, BRANDON LEE ................................... BS
BELL, MICHAEL WAYNE........................................BS
BENEDICK, JEREMY SCOTT .............................. MS
BENEDICT, ASHLEY G A ILE ...................................BS
BENNE, ELIZABETH ANNE .................................MM
BENSKI, PAULA M ................................................. MS
BERGEN. LEAH RENEE.......................................... BA
BERREY, MARISSA LYN N ..................................... BA
BEVERLIN. ERICA LAN E ........................................BS
BHUTTO, SHAHREYAR A ..................................... BA
BIGGS, MEGAN ANN ............................................ BS
BIGGS, MELISSA LAUREN.............................. MSW
BILLNER, MARY GRACE..................................... MM
BIRCH, JADA LE E ................................................... BS
BISHOP, MAURICE CORTEZ................................ BS
BITTLE CYNTHIA K A Y .......................................... BS
BLACK, ANDREW JOSEPH...................................BS
BLAGOUE, KIMBERLY RAE ................................ BS
BLASDEL, ASHLEY ELIZABETH ..........................BS
BLEDSOE, ZACHARY TAYLO R............................MS
BLY, JASON RAY .................................................MFA
BOCKELMAN, KATY C ..........................................MA
BODLOVICH, CHRISTINE ELIZABETH ..............BS
BOLITHO, ANDREA MARIE .................................MS
BONDS, MANDISA M ........................................MPA
BOOGERD, KATRINA LE IG H .................................BS
BOOZER, DAVID LEE ............................................ BS
BOSWELL, AMANDA JOY ...................................BA
BOUDREAUX, PAUL A N D R E W ............................BS
BOYD, ASMAR AMEER ........................................BS
BRACKMAN, EMILY NICOLE ..............................BA
BRADLEY, KATRINA JOY ...................................MM
BRAMMEIER, BRIAN W ........................................BS
BRAMMEIER, ROBERT AUGUSTUS.................. BS
BRANSTAD, H E ID I................................................. MA
BRAUNSCHWEIG, MELISSA A N N .....................MA
BRINES, JEANNIE MARIE ...................................BA
BROWN, GREGORY MICHAEL ............................BS
BROWN, JENNIFER ANN ..................................... BS
BROWN, JOSHUA M IL E S ..................................... BS
BROWN, LARRY MAURICE JR ......................... BM
BROWN. LERIN D AW N ..........................................BS
BROWN, RICHARD DARYL, J R ..........................MS
BUEHLER, DAVID C A R L ........................................BS
BUEHNERKEMPER, HAYLEY ANN .....................BS
BURCEA, LAUREN CARROLL ............................MS
BURGESS, JACLYN MARIE ................................ BS
BURKHOLDER, ANNE R ................................... MPA
BURNS, JENNIFER L Y N N ..................................... BS
BURNS, MELINA M ...............................................BA
BUSH, FRITZ E, I I I .................................................MA
BUTLER, KELLY AN N E..........................................MA
CABALLERO, ATHENA ..........................................BS
CACCIATORE, PETE ............................................ BLS
CAHILL, JENNIFER JEANNE .............................. MS
CALDWELL, MARILYN CAROL ..........................MS
CAMPBELL, CHERIE D A W N .................................BS
CARL, KELLY SUE .................................................BS
CARLSON, JOHN L, JR ....................................... BS
CARSEY, LORIEN ELIZABETH ............................MA
CASTELLI, NICOLE ANTOINETTE....................... BS
CATES, MICHELLE LEE ........................................BS
CATHCART, BRANDY NICOLE ............................BS
CHAPMAN-SMALL, KENDRA NICOLE ..............BS
CHATMAN, REGINALD RAYNARD .....................BS
CHICO, STEVEN M IC H A E L...................................BS
CLEMONS, LERLAJENEL ...................................BS
CLENDENNY, LAURAN LEE ................................ BS
COATS, LINDA ........................................................BA
COLLEY, ASHLY M CKAY....................................... BS
COLLINS, CINDY CAROL ..................................... BS
COLLINS, GENEVIEVE MARIE ............................BA
COMPTON, BRITTANY A LIS O N ....................... MPA
CONNOR, ROBERT M ............................................BS
COOPER, SEAN RUSSELL ...................................BA
CORNELL. ASHLEY D IA N E ...................................BS
COURTNEY, CRAIG M ..........................................BFA
COX, JAMIE ALLISON DAWN ............................BM
COX. JAMIE ALLISON DAWN ............................BM
COX, JONATHAN MATHEW ..............................BLS
CRABTREE, KATHERINE LYN N ............................BA
CRISMAN, JEFFREY R A Y ..................................... BS
CROUCH, JANET L .............................................. BLS
CUNNINGHAM, KENDRA ANNE ......................... BA
CURTIS, MICHELLE M ..........................................BA
CZERNY, JAMIE ......................................................BS
DALE, REBEKAH RUTH ..................................... MM
DANDRIDGE, STACIA BREANN ......................... BS
DANIELS, JESSE L E E ............................................ BS
DANKYI, GIFTY NANA ADJOA NKANSAA . . .  .MS
DARLING, TIMOTHY M ........................................BS
DAVENPORT, TEREASA A ................................ MPA
DAVIDSON, KATIE ELIZABETH............................BA
DAVIS, KATHERINE ELIZABETH..........................BA
DEGRAAF, HILARY JOY ........................................BA
DELANEY, CASSONDRA KAYE ............................BS
DELANEY, JULIA A .................................................BS
DEMPSEY, LAURA JO A N N E ................................ BA
DENTEN, THERESA ANNE ...................................BS
DEVINE, MEGAN RENEE ..................................... BS
DIEHL, CARL JEFFERY ....................................... MS
DIFFEE, GARY D A LE .............................................. BS
DILLARD, DANA DANIELLE...................................BS
DIX, ANDREW CLAYTON..................................... MA
DOBSON, JANELLE LYNN ...................................BS
DOMPKE. RACHAEL FAYE .............................. : .BA
DONDANVILLE, JEFFREY M A R TIN .....................BA
DOOLEN, DAVID WESLEY ...................................BS
DOOLIN, STEPHANIE NICOLE ............................BS
DORSEY. ERIN MICHELLE ...................................BA
DOUGLAS, ASHLEIGH LYNNE ............................BS
DOVER, AQUILLA RASHAWN.............................. BS
DOWNS, JAIRON DANIEL ...................................BS
DRESSLER, CHRIS MICHAEL ............................BA
DUNLAP, PHILLIP ANDREW .............................. MM
DUSTMAN, EMILY ANNE ..................................... BS
DUTHIE, ALEXANDER BRADLEY ....................... BS
DUTHIE, ALEXANDER BRADLEY ....................... BS
EAVENSON, TAYLOR D R E W ................................ BS
ELLER, DAVID SCOTT ..........................................BS
ELLERMEYER. CODY W IL L IA M ..........................BS
ELLIOTT-LABORAY, NICOLE LYNN ...................MA
ELLISON, ADAM ROSS ........................................BA
ERTEL, MITCH R ................................................... BS
ESTES, SARAH LOUISE ........................................BA
EVELOFF, BENJAMIN RAYMOND....................... MS
EVETTS, BRADLEY JOSEPH................................ BS
FALLIN, CRAIG W IL L IA M ..................................... BS
FARRIS, MICHAEL DUANE .................................MS
FAUST. RACHEL LAUREN..................................... BS
FERRERO, KATHLEEN MARIE ............................BS
FERRIE, ISAAC JA M E S ..........................................BS
FICHT. JOHN D ........................................................BS
FIELDS, ERIC J ........................................................BS
FINCH, JESSICA LYNN ..........................................BA
FINLEY, ALANA ANN ............................................BS
FISHER, CHRISTINA LYN N ...................................BS
FOREE, JOSHUA D A V ID ........................................BS
FOREMAN, MICHAEL PATRICK ..........................BS
FORRESTER, KRISTA MARIE ............................MS
FORSTER, JEFF GEORGE...................................MFA
FRAZIER, JACOB ELDON ..................................... BS
FRERKER, JENNIFER DALE ................................ BS
FROST. SARAH S .................................................MFA
FULTON, RYAN D E A N ............................................ BS
FULTON. RYAN D E A N ............................................ BS
FUNK, JENNIFER ANN ..........................................BA
GAGNE, NICHOLAS ALEXANDER....................... BS
GALLAGHER, JAYNE N ..........................................BS
GARBUZ, DARREN M ATTHEW ............................BS
GARDNER, AMY ELIZABETH .............................. BA
GARNER, STEPHANIE MARIE ............................BS
GARROTT. KAYLA LYNN ........................................BS
GIBBONS, JOSEPH EDW ARD.............................. BA
GIBBS-ALLEY, JULIE KAY ...................................MS
GIBBS, KATIE M A R IE ............................................ BA
GIBSON, LASHUNDA LATRUIS ..........................BS
GIFFORD, PETER JO SEPH ................................ MFA
GILBRETH, EMILY CAROLINE ............................ BS
GIVENS, ANDREW JA S O N ...................................BS
GLASER, MICHELLE RENEE .............................. BM
GODIER, SHELLY MARIE ..................................... BS
GODWIN, JOHN FAIRGRAVES, IV .....................BS
GOLTZ, JEREMIAH J ............................................ BA
GONZALEZ, GRANT W ILS O N .............................. BS
GOOD, JARROD P H IL L IP ..................................... BA
GOODIN, STASHA .................................................BS
COREY LEE GOODMAN ........................................BA
GRAVATT, DIANA LIN ..........................................BFA
GREEN, CHRISTOPHER G ...................................BA
GREER, JENNIFER ANN ....................................... BA
GRODEON, COURTNEY MEGAN..........................BA
GROVES. MATTHEW RYAN .................................BS
HACKSTADT, WHITNEY S U S A N ..........................BA
HAHN, GABRIEL CALVERT...................................BA
HALL. HOPE MARIE ............................................ MS
HALL, TEELA RENAE ............................................ BS
HALSTEAD. MARY THERESE.............................. BS
HAMPSCH, WESLEY D A V ID .............................. BLS
HARDAS, KELLY NICOLE ..................................... BS
HARGRAVE, VANESSA C ..................................... BS
HARIRI, DAAD ABDULAZIZ .................................BS
HARNACK, ROSALINDA........................................BS
HASKENHOFF, JACQUELINE SUZANNE ............BS
HASTINGS, TAMARA M ICHELLE........................MA
HAYES, HOLLY M A R IE .......................................... BS
HAYES, RACHEL CHRISTINA............................ MFA
HAYES, SEAN DAVID ............................................ BA
HEAFNER, JACOB ANTHONY ............................ MS
HECKERT. MEAGAN CHRISTINE ....................... BS
HEFLIN, LACEY N IC O LE........................................BS
HEISNER, NICOLE MARIE ...................................BS
HEMMER, KRISTEN M A R IE .................................BA
HENKE, ASHLEY R .................................................BS
HENRY, CODY ALLEN ..........................................BM
HENRY, NICOLE RENEE ........................................BA
HENSON, COURTNEY RENEE ..........................MFA
HERMANSON, AIMEE ELIZABETH.....................MA
HERTEL. JAMES LEONARD .................................BS
HERZBERG, ANDREA LEE .................................BLS
HERZBERG. NATALIE NICOLE ............................BA
HICKS, APRIL M A RIE ............................................ BS
HILBY. BENJAMIN P A U L ..................................... MS
HILDENSTEIN, ROBERT J ,JR  ............................BS
HILL, RACHEL M ................................................... BA
HILL, SARAH ELIZABETH..................................... BS
HILLIARD. LATRICE...............................................BA
HILLIER, REBECCA ELLE N ...................................BS
HOCKEL, SHEILA R A E ........................................MPA
HOCKING, ERIN D Y A N ..........................................BA
HOLLENKAMP, NICHOLAS JEROME ..............BLS
HOLLIS, GAIL SUE ...............................................MS
HOLMES, JONATHAN CHRISTOPHER ..............BS
HOLMES, PATRICK RYAN ...................................BA
HOLTZ, CHRISTINE A N N ...................................MFA
HOUK, SHELLEY A N N ..........................................MA
HOUSE, NATASHA RENEE.................................MPA
HUCK. ABIGAIL ROSE ..........................................BA
HUDSON. BETSY L .................................................BS
HUELSKAMP. ROSE GERISE .............................. BA
HUELSMANN. JENNIFER M ............................MSW
HUNT, JOSEPH BENJAMIN .................................BS
HUSTEDT, AMANDA LY N N ................................... BS
IRVINE. CRAIG EDW ARD ..................................... BS
ISSELHARD, DANIELLE LYNN ............................ BS
JACKSON. CARA ELIZABETH.............................. BS
JACKSON. TONYA EVETTE...................................BS
JACOBS. JULIA CARLA LYNETTE....................... BA
JACOBSEN, DANIEL ROBERT...............................BS
JAKES, TONI M ................................................... MPA
JASKOWIAK, JENNIFER LEA .............................. BS
JASPER, ROBERT LE E ..........................................BM
JOHNSON. AISHAH KENYANNAH .....................BS
JOHNSON. ALICIA MARIE ...................................BS
JOHNSON. HEATHER MONIQUE ........................BS
JOHNSON. RYAN LEE............................................ BS
JOHNSTON, JENNIFER MARIE ..........................MS
JONES, ERIN ELAINE ........................................MPA
JONES, JAMIE KATHERINE .................................BS
JONES, RACHELLE D ............................................ BS
JONES, STEPHEN GREGORY...............................BA
JUDISCAK. JUSTIN SHANE .................................BS
JUNG. Jl Y O O N ......................................................MA
KAIPING, CHRISTINE J ........................................BA
KANNALL, CELIA HELEN ......................................BS
KATH. EMILY JANE .......................................... MSW
KAUFMAN, SAM A ................................................. MS
KAYSER, ELIZABETH SUE ................................... BS
KEMNER, RYAN DAVID ........................................BS
KENNEDY, JAMIE LYNN ........................................BA
KERKHOFF, MATTHEW P H IL IP ............................ BS
KESSLER, ADAM STEPHEN.................................BS
KESSLER, CHRIS C ...............................................BA
KETCHUM, STEPHANIE JEAN ............................ BM
KINGERY, JEREMIAH LEE ................................... BS
KISTLER, RUTH M E R R Y ......................................MA
KLAAS, KYLEE MARIE .......................................... BS
KLINE, MAGGIE JANE ........................................MM
KNAPP, JAMES F ....................................................BA
KOERBER, MELISSA A .......................................... BS
KOERKENMEIER, JENNIFER MARIE ................ BA
KOHNZ, AMBERS ................................................. BS
KOPEL, CATRINA FAY.............................................BS
KOREN, JEREMY MICHAEL .................................BS
KOSS, YASEMIN ...............................................CER1
KOTTMAN, NICOLE DANIELLE ..........................BM
KRAMER, LAUREN A N N ........................................BS
KRUSE, NANCY HOGGE........................................BS
KUBAN, AARON P ................................................. BS
KUHLMAN, TODD LO UIE..................................... MS
KUNCE, AMBER ELIZABETH .............................. BA
LAIRD, JENNIFER M A R IE ..................................... BS
LAMM, JENNIFER RAYE........................................BS
LAMPEN, CHRISTOPHER HOW ARD...................BS
LANDERS, STEVEN C ............................................ BS
LANDWEHR, BONNIE JEAN .................................BS
LAPEN, CHRISTINA MARIE .................................BS
LARSON, JAMIE CATHERINE.............................. BA
LASWELL, CHRISTAL LYNN ............................ MPA
LAWRENCE. ASHLEY BROOKE ..........................BA
LEE. DEANNA G ......................................................BS
LESKO, JENNIFER LAU R EN .................................BS
LI. KUN ....................................................................MS
LILIENSIEK, SHERRY A N N ................................... BS
LINDMEIER. JAMES BRAND O W ....................... MS
LINHART, SARAH JEAN ........................................BS
LINK, KELLY MCKEAN .......................................... BS
LINTVEDT, ERIK M ................................................. BS
LINZY, JAMIE ERIN ...............................................BS
LOCKE, LUANN ......................................................BA
LOCKHART, TALLAH AKIA ................................... BS
LOHMAN, RANDY BERNARD...............................BS
LORD. KATHLEEN A LLISO N .................................BS
LOWERS-ESMAIL, NADIA RACHAEL................ BS
LUSTER, ASHLEY Q U IN N ......................................BA
LYNCH, KRISTEN K U D ER ................................... MM
MAGUIRE. DEREK W ILLIAM ...............................BS
MAGURANY, JOHN JOSEPH...............................MM
MALCHIONNO, ANGELA MARIE ..................... MFA
MALONE. JANET LYNNE ......................................MS
MARCUM. BLAKE A LLE N ......................................BS
MARKS, ERIN LEIGH .............................................BA
MARKS, STACEY ELLEN ......................................BS
MARSHALL, LYNDA A N N E ................................. MM
MARTI, ELIZABETH ANNE ................................... BA
MAZZUCA, GERALD ANTHONY, J R ...................BM
MCCLURE, COREY LAVELLE ...............................BS
MCCLURE, LINDSEY RAE ....................................BA
MCCOY, JAMES M E R R ITT ....................................BS
MCCRADY, JO ELLYN.............................................BA
MCCULLEY, NANCY A N N ......................................BS
MCFARLAND, KYLE M IC H A E L............................ BS
MCINTYRE, CAVAN PETER....................................BS
MCMILLAN, HARRY W IL L IA M ............................ BS
MCNEW. NICOLE DANIELLE ...............................MA
MEILINK, CANDACE S U E ......................................BS
MERANO, NICHOLAS K Y L E ................................. BS
MERCILLE, KIM ANN .............................................BS
MEREDITH, ALAN MICHAEL ...............................BS
MERTENS. RACHEL JEAN ................................... BS
MEYER. AMBER CHRISTINE ...............................BA
MILES, MICOLE VICTORIEN ...............................BS
MILLER, JAMIE LYNN .......................................... BS
MILLER. LAUREN ASHLEY .................................BS
MILLER. LORI K A Y ................................................. BS
MILLER. MEGAN LOUISE......................................BS
MILLER. MELISSA KATHRYN...............................BS
MILON, BURGUNDY Q .......................................... BS
MIOFSKY, CHRISTOPHER ANDREW ................ BS
MIROWSKI, NICOLE LY N N ................................... BS
MITCHELL, GARRETT THOMAS ........................BM
MITCHELL. KATHRINE ELLEN ............................ BA
MIX, RICHARD JARED JONATHAN ...................BS
MOORE. ALEX CHARLES......................................BA
MOORE, CHLOED ................................................. BS
MORGAN. NKELS ................................................. BA
MOTL, NATHAN EDWARD ....................................BS
MUDD. MICHAEL CLAYTON................................. BA
MUNIE, RICHARD LETO ......................................MS
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NEAL, IRVIN EDWARD ............................ ..........BM RANGABHATLA. SAILAJA ......................... . . .  .MS SMITH, CHANDRA LEIGH ............................. . .  .BA WALL, APOLLO W AYN E........................ ..............BA
NEFF, SELINA DAWN ............................... ............BS RANGE, LAUREN NICOLE ......................... .........BS SMITH, JASON BRADLEY ............................. . .  .BS WALL, KENDRA KAY ............................ ..............BS
NETEMEYER, RYAN C Y R IL ..................... ............BS REDDING. JENNIFER MARIE .................... .........BS SMITH, JOHN ANDREW .............................. . . .  .BS WALSH, STEPHEN J .............................................MA
NICKEL, CHRISTOPHER CARROLL . . . ............BS REED, DANIELLE NICOLE ......................... .........BS SMITH. MARTISHA TERESE ....................... . .MPA WALSH, TIMOTHY FRANCIS .............. ..............BS
NIEBUR, ASHLEY RENEE....................... ............BS REESE, JOANN M A R IE ................................ .........BS SMITH. REBECCA MARY ............................ . . . . BS WALTERS, NANCY GASKILL .............. ......... CER1
NIEMACZEK, JEREMIAH JOSEPH . . . . ............BS REYES, JOSHUA A ..................................... .........BS SMITHERS, SHANNON RENEE ................... . .  .MA WAND, ABIGAIL ELIZABETH .............. ..............BS
NIX, JOANNA M A R IE ............................... ............BS RICE, Y AH SH I.............................................. .........BS SOBECK, JUSTIN DANIEL .......................... . . . .BS WARD, ANDREW CHARLES................ ..............BS
NOBE, NATHAN W ILLIAM ..................... ............BS RICHARDSON, JULIUS MAURICE ......... .........BA SOMMER, STEVEN ROBERT....................... . .  .MS WARD, JUSTIN A LA N ............................ ..............BS
NOFFKE, KATYJO .................................... ............BS RICHEY, DAVID J ......................................... ......... BA SONG, GUOTAO.............................................. . .  .MS WARDEN, LACI ANN ............................ ..............BA
NOHREN, EMILY S U E ............................... ............BS RICHOUX, GRETCHENANNE................... ......... BA SORENSEN, ERIN DANIELLE..................... . . .  .BS WARGO, JOSEPH F ............................... ............BLS
NOLLER, HOLLY A N N ............................... ............BS RICHOUX, GRETCHENANNE................... ......... BS SPANN. MELISSA LYNN.............................. . .  BLS WARREN, REBECCA L .......................... ..............BS
NOLTE, ROBERT A L A N ............................ ............BS RICHTER, LANE A ..................................... ......... BS SPAULDING, DANE ROBERT JAMES . . . . . . .  BS WATKINS, JESIAH A ............................... ..............BS
NOLTE, SAMANTHA JO .......................... ............BA RICKELMAN, AARON CHRISTOPHER .. ......... BS SPEARMAN, BRIONNE PATRICE .............. . . .  BS WATTS, SHANTEL MONIQUE ......................... MPA
NORRIS, AMY J ........................................ ............BS RIFFEY, MICHAEL T H O M A S ..................... ......... BA SPENCER, SANDRA LYNN .......................... . . . . BS WEAVER, ASHLEY LYNN ..................... ..............BS
NORRIS, MEGHAN ELIZABETH ............ ............BA RITTERBUSCH, ANDREAS ....................... . . .  .MS SPENCER. TAMMI SHERAE.......................... . .MPA WEBB, STEPHANIE MARIE ................ ..............BS
OBIERO, LINDA ONDECHE ..................... ..........MS ROBINSON, KEITH A ................................ ......... BA STANLEY, CHRISTOPHER MICHAEL . . . . . . .  .BS WEBER, CASSIE J E A N .......................... ..............BS
ODELL, ROBERT STEFAN....................... ............BA ROGERS, ASHLEE DAW N.......................... ......... BS STARKEY, KELLY ANN ................................ . . . . BS WEBER, CHRISTOPHER R YA N ............ ..............BS
OGUNJOBI, STEPHEN CALDWELL . . . . ............BA ROHE, ROBERT WILLIAM ....................... ......... BA STEINHORST, DUSTYN M ............................ . .MPA WEGENER, LAURA K A Y ........................ ..............BA
OHARA, PATRICK A N TH O N Y ................ ............BS ROSSIN, MELANIE ..................................... . . .  .MS STEWART, KARYN ALAYNA.......................... . . . MA WEISNER, ELIZABETH LEANN ......... ..............MA
OLSEN, DEREK MATTHEW ..................... ............BS ROSSON, DANIEL JAMES ....................... ......... BS STEWART, MALLORY ROSEMARY............ . . .  .BA WELSCH, RAYMOND ALLAN, JR . . . . ..............BS
ORBAN, CHRISTOPHER ROBERT......... ............BA ROTHE, ERIC MICHAEL ............................ ......... BS STEWART, SARAH KATHRYN..................... . . .  .BS WELTER, RYAN JA M E S ..................................... MPA
OSIOHWO, SILAS ...................................... ..........MS RUNIONS, NAILA CHENETTA.................. ......... BA STICE, JAMES THO M AS.............................. . .  .BFA WEST, TRENT STEVEN.......................... ..............BS
PACHECO, VICTOR BO NFIM ................... ............BA RUPPERT, KRISTEN ANN .......................... ___ MA STONER, ALLISON N ................................... . . .  .BA WHEELER, BRIAN SCOTT ................... ..............BS
PAGLIARA, ANDREA L E IG H ................... ............BS RUSHING, LAURA M A E ............................ ......... BS STONICH, PAMELA NICHOLE..................... . . .  BS WHITESIDE, LINDA MARIE ................ ..............BA
PANDEY, RUCHI B H A R TI.......................... ..........MS SALANITRO, MICHAEL PATRICK............ ......... BS STOVALL, DAVID OWENS .......................... . . .  .BA WICKS, M Y R IS H A ................................. ........... MPA
PARKS, JESSICA L IN N ............................ ............BS SAMS, MARC DANIEL .............................. ......... BS STOVERINK, BETHANY SUZANNE............ . . .  .BS WIEMELT, RYAN D ................................. ..............BS
PARRETT, MICHAEL J ............................... . . .  MFA SANDERS, AARON M ATTHEW ................ ......... BS STRUEBING, SARAH DONELLE................ . . .  .BS WILKE, TAMARA LO U IS E ..................... ..............BS
PASHIA, DAVID W ILLIAM, S R .............. ............BS SANDERS, PAUL M IC H A EL....................... . . . . M A STULTZ. ALEISHA MARIE .......................... . . .  .BS WILKENS, MATTHEW KESTNER ..............BS
PAULSON, BENJAMIN CHARLES .......... ..........MS SANDERSON, MEGAN LYNN ................... ......... BA STUMPF, AMANDA M A R IE .......................... . . .  .BS WILLIAMS, DANIEL J O H N ................... ..............BS
PEARSON, CHARLES M IC H A E L............ ............BA SAWYER, AARON D A V ID ......................... ......... BA STUNKEL, REBECCA LYNN ....................... . . .  .BA WILLIAMS, ERICA M ............................ ..............BS
PEEBLES, RYAN NEAL .............................. ............BS SCHAAKE. JASON C ................................... . . .  .MS SWIECICKI, MATTHEW STEVEN .............. . . .  .BS WILLIAMS, KIMBERLY M A R IE ............ ..............BS
PERDUE, ANGELA M A R IE ........................ ..........MA SCHAFER, BRETT RYNE............................ ......... BS SYLVESTER. COLTON W A Y N E ................... . . .  .BS WILLIAMS, PHILLIP D A V ID ................ ..............BS
PETERSEN, JAMES D A V ID ..................... | ............BS SCHERER, JULIA CHRISTINE ................ ......... BS TALBOT, DREW A LLE N ................................. . .  .BFA WILLMAN, MICHELLE LEEANN......... ..............MA
PETERSON, EMMA IRENE ....................... ............BA SCHLEMER, ELIZABETH NANCY ............ ......... BS TAMBORINI, CHAD J ................................... . . .  .BA WILSHIRE, HEATHER L Y N N ................ ..............BA
PETRAS, DANIELLE MARIE .................................BS SCHMIDT, LEANNE M A R IE ....................... ......... BS TARRANT. JULIE CATHERINE..................... . . .  .BS WILSON, BENJAMIN A R TH U R ........... ............BLS
PEURA, JENNIFER FRANCES.................. ............BS SCHMIDT, NICHOLAS EDWIN ................ ......... BS TARRILLION, JUSTIN CHAD ..................... . . .  BS WILSON, DANIKA D A W N ..................... ..............BS
PFAFF, MICHELE R ..................................................BS SCHMITT. PAULA M ................................... ......... BS TASSONE, MICHAEL LARRY, JR .............. . . .  .BS WILSON, JESSI A ................................. ..............MA
PFEIFFER, MEGAN MARLENE ................ ............BS SCHNEIDER, BRANDON M ICHAEL......... ......... BS TAYLOR, KIM A ILEEN................................... . . .  .BA WILSON, LOREN PHILIP ..................... ..............BS
PIECZARA, DANAE MARIE, IV ................ ............BS SCHOCH, BOBBETTE SUZANNE.............. .........BS TAYLOR, LEIGHTON FRANK........................ . . .  .BS WINET, COURTNEY J O .......................... ........... BFA
PIENING, AUGUST HENRY E, IV ........................BA SCHRÄGE, JULIE MARIE .......................... .........BS TAYLOR, TONI L ............................................ . . .BLS WITTE. PETER H ................................... ..............BS
PINEDA, KRIS GUNNELLS ..................... ..........BM SCHRÄGE, SUZANNE................................. .........BA THEEN, RYAN FREDERICK.......................... . . .  .BS WOLFE, NICOLE L Y N N .......................... ..............BS
PIRTLE, JONATHAN G A R Y ....................... ............BS SCHULTZ, JERON DO UG LAS..............................BS THOMAS, BRENNA MAEVE ........................ . . .  .BS WOLOSZYNEK, ADAM JO S E P H ......... ..............BS
PLACE, LISA J O .......................................... ............BA SCHWEIKER, KIMBERLY BENSON........... .........BA THURMOND, CHRISTOPHER MATTHEW . ..M PA WOOD, ELIZABETH S A B R A ................ ..............MA
PORT, EVAN W ............................................. ............BA SCOTT, JESSICA M A R IE .............................. .........BS TIEMAN, CHRISTIE L E A .............................. . . . . BS WOOD, KAREN LO U IS E ........................ ..............BA
POSNANSKI. JOSEPH BARCZACK . . . . ..........MA SCO n, NICOLE MARIE .............................. .........BS TIERNEY-HURST, CHRISTOPHER S ......... . . .  .BA WOOD, THOMAS BENNETT................ ..............BM
POWERS, ADRIENNE D A H L ..................... ..........BS SCROGGINS, KENNETH BRYAN................ .........BS TINSLEY, BRITTANY LEEANN..................... ___ BS WOODROME, CANDICE C ................... ..............MS
PRATT, MELISSA ANN ............................... ..........BS SEIDEL, SHEILA S U E ............................................BS TRADER, DARCI JO NES.............................. — BS WOODSON, RYAN ANTHONY.............. ..............BS
PRESCOTT, SANDY S ................................. ..........BS SHAH, B H A V IN .............................................. .........BS TRIMM, TODD W AD E................................... ___ BS WOODY, BEVERLY................................. ..............BS
PRESTON. SHAUNE ALEXANDER.......... ..........MS SHAUL, NELLIE JEAN ................................. . . . . M S TRONCALE, MELISSA ROSE ..................... . . .  .BS WOOLEY, KARAN ................................. ..............BS
PROBST, DANIEL JAMES ........................ ..........MS SHAYNE, ANDREW R ................................. ......... BS TROXELL. MELANIE N IC O LE ..................... . . . . BS WRIGHT, KASSONDRA A L IC IA ............ ..............BS
PROCTOR, ANTWON KENTA .................. ............BS SHEAFOR, DREW GREGORY................... ......... BS TUCKER, SAMANTHA M A R Y ..................... . . .  .BA WU. ZHUORAN ...................................... ..............MS
PROCTOR, TYLER RAY .......................... ............BS SHEGOG, SHAVON MICHELLE ................ . . .  .MA UNVER, ALKIM GULAY .............................. . . .  .BA YANCEY, MARJORIE L .......................... ..............BS
QUEEN, ERICA NICOLE .......................... ............ BS SHEPPARD, RAMONA L ............................ ......... BS URBAN, ANDREW JARED .......................... . . .  .BA YATES, FELICIA A ILE E N ........................ ..............BS
QUIRIN, BELINDA K A Y ............................ ............BS SHETLEY, SUANN N IC O LE....................... ......... BA VANZO, JOSEPH R IC O ................................. . . .  .BS YORK, GREGORY JO SE PH ................... ..............BS
RADFORD, VERO NICA............................ ............BS SIEBKE, LISA MARIE ................................. . . .  MM VONNAHME, ERIN ELIZABETH................... . . . M A YOUNG, ALEXANDRA DANIELLE ..............BA
RADLOFF, JULIE LY N N .............................. ............BS SIMMONS, VALERIE DARNESHA............ ......... BA VOORHEES, MYCHALANNE ..................... . . .  .BA YOUNGER. AMANDA JANE ................ ..............BS
RAKALLA. SHARAN K ...........................................BS SKIBINSKI, M ATTHEW ................................ .........BA WADHAMS, CATHERINE JOY ..................... . . . B M ZWEIGART, PATRICK BRIAN, JR . . . . ..............BS
RAMOS, MARIA CRISTINA C ...............................BS SKRABACZ, MEGAN MAUREEN................ .........BS WALKER, ROBERT JOSEPH........................ . . .  .BA
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AHRENS, CLAYTON FREDERIC ......... ............BS DEWERFF, CODY L ................................... ......... BSA HAYES, RACHEL LYN N ............................ ............BS LADWlG. NICK C O D Y ............................... ........... BS
ALEXANDER, TANNER FRANKLIN . . . . ............BS DEWITTE, JOSEPHINE RAENAE............ ............BS HECHT, JANELLE ROSE .................... ......... BS LANE, FAITH M .......................................... .........BS
ANDERSON, JESSICA ANNE ............. ..........BS DIEDRICH, CASEY LAUREN ............. ....... MBA HECKERT, REBECCA LYN N ..................... ......... BS LASH, BRIAN ALLEN ............................... ........... BS
AREMU, OLADOTUN 0  ................... . . .  MBA DIKE, DANNY LEE ................................... ............BS HEIMOS, DANIEL WILLIAM ................... . . .  .MBA LAWS, MELISSA M A R IE .......................... . . .  .MBA
ARNOLD, OLIVIA LYNN .......................... ............ BS DILL, JAIME LYNN ................................. ....... MBA HENDERSON,ANTHONY LOVE ......... ......... BS LAWSON. M AUR ICE................................. .........BS
ASHFORD, ALISHA M A R IE ..................... ............ BS DONAHEY, STACEY L ............................ ......... MBA HENDRICKER, BRANDON ERIC ............ .. . .MSA LAYHER, SCOTT ANDREW ..................... . . .  .MBA
ATTERBURY. SHANNON K A Y ................. ............ BS DONALDSON, AMY CATHLEEN ............ ......... BSA HENDRICKS, JENNIFER L Y N N .............. ............BS LEARY, RHETT D ...................................... ......... BSA
ATTEY, JOEL MATTHEW .......................... . . .  .MBA DONOVAN, MARK T ................................. ............BS HENKE, KARA ANN ......................... ......... BS LEBONICK, SARA E ............................ . . .  .MBA
BAALMAN, AARON JOHN ..................... ............BS DOWNEY, RYAN PATRICK ..................... ............BS HERSCHER, ANDREW M IC H A E L......... ............BS LIEFER, BRADLEY S ................................. ............BS
BANKS, ANGELA MARIE ........................ ..........BS DRAZEN, BRIAN TH O M A S ................. ......... BS HERTENSTEIN, HILARY S TA R R ......... ............BS LIEFER, KELLEY A N N ........................ ......... BS
BARR, CASSIE LEE ................................. ........BSA DUFFIN, TIMOTHY M IC H A EL ............. ....... BSA HEUER, PAULETTE MICHELLE .............. . . .  .MSA LINK, TRISTA MARIE ............................... . . .  .MBA
BATES, ABIGAIL RENAE.......................... ..........BSA ECKENROD, KEVIN MARK ..................... ............BS HIGH, RYAN FRANKLIN ......................... ............BS LITTEKEN, JARED MICHAEL ................ ......... BSA
BAUER, SARAH L ...................................... . . .  .MSA ECKLEY, KATHRYN A N N .......................... ............BS HILL, KATHERINE ELIZABETH........... . . . . M MR LOCKETT. ANGELA CHERI ................. ............BS
BEHRENDS, ANTHONY J A Y ................... ............BS EDWARDS, AMY LYNN .......................... ......... BSA HILLER, KATIE J ..................................... ......... BSA LOEHRING, SCOTT T ............................... ............BS
BENBOW, ANTHONY LAWRENCE.......... ..........BS EDWARDS, KENNETH MICHAEL ....... ......... BS HOLLE, DEREK HOWARD.................. ............BS LOEPKER, CHRISTOPHER W ............. ......... BS
BENDALL, KATIE LYNN ..................... ..........BS EICKELMAN, STEPHANIE NICOLE ....... BSA HORVATH, ELIZABETH J A N E ............. . . . . . . BS LUTZ, AMY LEA A N N ............................... ......... BSA
BENHOFF, KURT THOMAS ..................... ............BS ELLIOTT. DANIEL A B R A H A M ................ ............BS HOTTENROTT. ASHLEY MAE ................ . . .  .MBA MAJOR, LENISE MAUREEN ..........................MSA
BENNETT, RACHEL ALICE ................. ..........BS ENGLAND, JESSICA L Y N N ................. ......... BS HOVATTER, AMANDA LEIGH ............. ......... BS MARTI, ANDREW JA C O B ................... ......... BS
BERKEMEIER, STACY LYN N ............... ........BSA FARMER. AMANDA M A R IE ............... ......... MBA HOWE, CRYSTAL M ICH E LLE................ ............BS MARTIN, KYLE EVAN ............................... ............BS
BERNARD, JILL M A R IE ............................ . . .  .MBA FEY, STEVEN MATTHEW ................... ......... BS HUELSMANN. SARAH TH ER ESA......... ......... BS MASCHHOFF, AMANDA LYNN ........... ......... BS
BERNZEN, GREGORY W IL L IA M ......... ..........BS FISCHER, JARED M IC H A E L ............... ....... BSA HUSEMANN, JAMIE M ...................... ......... BS MASSEY, JARED EDW ARD ................. ............BS
BISHOP, DAVID CHRISTOPHER............ ............ BS FOSTER. JESSICA JE A N .......................... ............BS HUTSON, JESSICA ELISE....................... ......... BS MCINTOSH, ASHLEY S HA U N IC E ....... ......... BS
BLANDON, SYDONIE M ..................... ..........BS FRANKLIN. NATHAN DUANE ............. ....... MBA JACOBS, MICHAEL H ........................ ....... BSA MESZAROS, JACQUELYN L ............... ....... BSA
BOEKER, SARA ELIZABETH ............... ........BSA FRERE, KENTON N O EL............................ ......... BS JAEGER, JUSTIN HENRY, IV ................ ......... BSA MIERZWA, AMELIA MAE ........................ ............BS
BRAUN, KRISTIN LYNN ..................... ..........BS FRIEDERICH, AUTUMN J ................... ......... BS JAMES, MATTHEW W A Y N E ............... ....... BSA MILLER, KATIE ROSE ....................... ....... BSA
BRENNAN, KEVIN MICHAEL, II ......... ..........BS FROMME, KAYLA CELESTE ............... ............BS JANISSE, KYLE THO M AS....................... ............BS MILLER, MARY A ...................................... ............BS
BRIESACHER, MATTHEW JAMES . . . . ............ BS FUHLER, KALI NICOLE............................ ......... BSA JANSEN, DANE ANDREW ................. ....... BSA MINKS, MICHELLE NICOLE ............... ......... BS
BRINKOETTER, BREE ANNE ............. ..........BSA GEDRIS, ZACHARY P A U L ................... ......... BS JOHNSON, JOHN ROBERT................. ......... BS MOSSA. TRAVIS STEVEN........................ ............BS
BROWN, MATTHEW S TEV EN ................ ............ BS GEISLER, KAREN M A R IE ....................... ............BS JONES, AUSTIN DAVID .......................... ............BS MUCKENSTURM, JASON FRANCIS . . . ......... BSA
BROWN. MICHAEL C ............................... ............ BS GIBERSON. MICHAEL D W IG H T ............ ............BS JONES, LESLIE LORELLE....................... ............BS MUELLER, GWENEVERE ELLEN ....... ......... BS
BRUMLEVE, JONATHAN ANTHONY . . . . . .  .MBA GILKEY, ERICA M ICH ELLE..................... ............BS JOURDAN, JILL NICOLE ....................... ............BS MUNTZ, CRYSTAL L ................................. .........MBA
BRUNER, CRYSTAL LYNN ..................... ..........BSA GILMORE, LINDSEY A ............................ ............BS KAISER, MATTHEW H ...................... ............BS MURRAY, SANDRA C ........................ ......... BS
BUFORD, JONATHAN C ............................ . . .  .MBA GIPSON, VICTORIA ASHLEY ................ ......... BSA KASEKE. FLORENCE TAWANDA............ ......... BS NEUMANN, MARK E ............................... ......... MS
BYERS, CODY MATTHEW ..................... ............ BS GLENN, ANDREW SCOTT....................... ............BS KEEL. KRISTIN N ..................................... ............BS NEWBLE. CASSAUNDRA S H E N E ......... ............BS
CARMITCHEL, ELIZABETH A ................ ........BSA GRAHAM, LAUREN ELIZABETH ......... ............BS KENDRICK, JORDAN NEVADA ........... ......... BS NORMAN, PAUL CHRISTIAN ............. ......... BS
CARNELL, PHILLIP W A Y N E ............... ............ BS GRANT, JAMES D O N A LD ................... ............BS KIEFER. WILLIAM ANDREW ................ ......... BS OLDEN. ALLISON RENEE........................ ............BS
CARTER, TROY REXFORD ..................... ............ BS GRASHOFF, NICOLE MARY ................... ............BS KIRBY, AMANDA JE A N ............................ ............BS OLIVER, MATTHEW L ............................... ............BS
CATANZARO, MARK PATRICK. J R ........ ..........MS GRAY, ALLISON FAYE........................ ......... BS KLAUS. EMILY M A R IE .............................. . . .  .MSA ORR. ASHLEY ANN ................................. ............BS
CHILDERS. HOLLY ANN .......................... . . .  .MBA GREEK, JUSTIN MATTHEW ............... ............BS KLESTINSKI, JONATHAN D A V ID ............ . . .  .MBA PARIZON, AARON JO R D A N ................... ......... BSA
CHO, WOOHYUK ...................................... ..........BSA GROSS, JEFFREY ALAN ....................... ......... MBA KLUCKER, CHRISTOPHER GERARD .. ............BS PASKUS, NICHOLAS ANDREW ......... ......... BS
COLE, MATTHEW LU C A S ................... ............BS GROTEFENDT, TIMOTHY IRWIN ....... ......... BS KNIFFEN, MEGAN BROOKE ................... ............BS PATSAROS, ALYSSE M .......................... ......... BSA
COLLIER, LESHAUNDA RENAY ......... ............BS HAAS, PAUL JOSEPH, J R ....................... ............BS KNOLES. RACHEL LYNN ....................... ............BS PERNICIARO, JASON NICHOLAS......... ............BS
COPPLE, CAMERON HEATH................... ..........BSA HACKMANN, MARK M ...................... ......... BS KOENIGSTEIN, JOSHUA D A N IE L ......... ......... BS PERRY, COLLIN MICK ....................... ............BS
CROOKSHANK. KELSEY H ......... . . .  .MBA HAGEN, ALEXANDER M ICH A EL............ ......... BSA KOESTER, ADAM R A Y ........................ . . .  .MBA PETER, TODD GREGORY........................ ......... BS
CURRAN, TIMOTHY P A U L ..................... ............ BS HALL, MARY ELIZABETH....................... ............BS KOETTING, SPENCER AR TH U R ............ ......... BSA PETTUS, TREVOR RYAN ........................ ............BS
DALPOZZO, MICHAEL JOSEPH ......... ..........BS HAMBY, SHAUNA W IN D .................... ............BS KOLWEIER, NICHOLAS ERIC ............... . . .  .MBA PHELAN. ASHLEY NICOLE ........................ MBA
DAVIS. AMIE CATHERINE........................ ..........BS HAPPE, TRICIA ANN ........................ ............BS KREBS, JESSICA LYNN .................... ............BS PITTS, DUANE ALLEN ............................ ............BS
DAWSON. BRITTANY NICOLE ................ ..........BSA HARRIS, LAMONTE A ............................ ............BS KULENKAMP. KIMBERLY LYN .............. ............BS POULTER. ANDREW D A N IE L ............. ......... BS
DELAP. CASSANDRA DAWN ................ ..........BS HARRIS, VICTORIA ALYCE................. ......... BS LA GRECA. BREANNE L E E ................. ....... BSA POWELL, RYAN EDWARD ................. ....... BS
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PRITCHARD, BRITTANY RENEE.............. . . .  .BSA SIEDLE, JASON JARETH ....................... ......... BSA STROW. JULIE A N N ................................ ......... BSA WAMPLER, LAURA JEAN ....................... . . .  .MBA
PYLE, LAUREN BRITTANY....................... ........... BS SINGLETON, STEVEN ROBERT........... ......... MBA STUPPI. MICHAEL J O H N ....................... ............BS WANCKET, AMY M ICHELLE................... ............BS
QADRI, SYED MUBASHIR ....................... ........... BS SLACK, JACOB CRAIG ............................ ............BS SWAIN, KANTICIA MARLENE................ ............BS WATTS, MICHAEL W IL L IA M ................... . . .  .MBA
RAMEY, KRISTY LYN ................................ ........... BS SLAGLEY, MICHAEL PATRICK .............. ....... BSA SWARTZ, BETH ANN .............................. ......... BSA WEBER, DIANE L ..................................... .. . .MBA
RANZ, TIMOTHY D A V ID ............................ ........... BS SMILL, DEBORAH RACHEL .................. ............BS SWEET, DANIEL JAY .............................. ......... BSA WELLEN, CORY MICHAEL ..................... ............BS
RASCO, TARA F ...................................................BS SMITH, DELISA RENEE ......................... ......... BS TAFT. HOLLY MAE ........................... ......... BS WESSEL, ADAM LAWERENCE........... ......... BS
REHG, RICHARD JASON .................... ........... BS SMITH. MELINDA S U E ...................... ......... BS TAGHON. BRIAN MICHAEL ............... ............BS WESSEL, ADAM LAWERENCE.............. ......... BSA
REISER, DEAN K ................................................... BS SMUCKER, JOSHUA PAUL ................... ......... MBA TALLMAN, ADAM MICHAEL.................. ............BS WHEELHOUSE, LARA ANGELINE......... ............BS
RENGEL, KRISTINA M A R IE ..................... . . .  MBA SOBIERALSKI. ANDREA RENEE........... ............BS TATE, CLAYTON R O S S ...................... ............BS WILFON, HEATHER CHRISTINE ......... ......... BS
RICE, JAMES ..................................... .........BS SOMMER, RYAN N E A L ...................... ......... BS THEBEAU. MATHEW D A V ID .................. ....... BSA WILLIAMS, CRAIG PAUL, I I ............... ....... BSA
RICHARDS, KRISTIN YAVONNE......................... BS SPALDING, JOEL JOHN DANIEL ......... ............BS THOMAS, COURTNEY J A M A R .............. ............BS WILLIAMS, LINDSAY NICOLE .............. ............BS
RICKHOFF, RACHEL LYNN ....................... ........... BS SPARR, RACHEL MAE ............................ ............BS THOMPSON, ASHLEY LYNN.................. ............BS WINKELER, SCOTT ANTHONY ........... ......... BS
RIESENBERGER. BRANDON JAMES ... ........... BS SPINDLER, DAVID M ........................ ......... MS TINNEY, LISA M A R IE ........................ ......... BS WINKLER, KRISTIN MICHELLE ........... ......... MS
ROEDL. AMANDA LY N N ............................ .........BS STANLEY, AMY E .............................. ......... BS TOLBIRD, STACY A N N ............................ ............BS WIRTH, DANIEL EUGENE....................... ............BS
ROSS, AMY LYNN ..................................... ........... BS STARBUCK, CRAIG ROBERT ................ ............BS TRIPPE, HENRIETTE JOHANNA............ ............BS WISNIEWSKI, JILL ANN .......................... . . . .MSA
ROSS, JOSHUA W IN F IE LD ................. . . .  .MBA STEFFEN, ERIC M ............................. ............BS TUCKER, JOHN LEE, JR .................. ....... MBA WITMER, DEIDRE DENNE ................... . . . .MBA
SALRIN, DAVID MICHAEL .............................. BS STELFOX, ALLYSON M E A ....................... ............BS TULLIE, DAWN J ..................................... ......... MBA WOLF, COLE B .......................................... ......... BSA
SCHARRINGHAUSEN, ERICA LEE ......... ........... BS STEMMONS, KENYA M ......................... ............BS TWENTE, CHRISTOPHER STEVEN ............BS WOMACK, ERICA N IC H O LE................... ............BS
SCHMIDT, RYAN PATRICK ....................... .........BS STEPHENS, SIMON MICHAEL ........... ....... BSA ULRICH. MICHAEL D EN N IS .................. ....... BSA WOOD, HALLI DANIELLE ................... ......... BS
SCHNEIDER, DAVID JONATHAN ......... . . .  .BSA STERCHI, WESLEY A LA N ....................... ......... BS VISINTIN, PETER G, JR .................... ............BS WOOTEN. ANGEL M A R IE ................... ............BS
SCHNURBUSCH, MATT ALLEN ......................... BS STERR, WESLEY RYAN ......................... ............BS WAKE, JEFFREY DONALD ..................... ............BS WORRICK, CHRISTOPHER C O D Y ......... ............MS
SCHRIMPF, JILL MICHELLE.................... . . .  .MBA STEWART, BENJAMIN MCFERRIN ... ............MS WALKER, JASON MATTHEW ............. ......... BS ZELLER, NATHAN M ICH AEL ............... ............BS
SHI. HAIJIANG .................................. ....... MS STRAIT. MICHAEL STEVEN ............... ......... BSA WALTERS, LINDSEY MICHELLE......... ......... BS ZIMMERMAN, MATTHEW EUGENE ......... BS
SHIRLEY, JASON LE E .......................... ........... BS STROOT, LINDA THERESA..................... ............BS WAMBOLD, MATTHEW A ....................... ......... BSA
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ACKER, CAROLYN SUZANNE..................... . . .  .BS CREEK, NITA EILEEN ............................ ..............BS HEFFNER, ASHLEY LYN ......................... ............BS LOWE, EULIA STEPHAINE................... .............. BS
ADAMS, DEBRA SUSAN.............................. . . .  .BS CRNKOVICH, KIMBERLY LISA ........... ..............BS HEIMANN, JENNY LYNN ....................... ............BS LUCKETT, EPRISHA NICOLE .............. .............. BS
ALLAN, SCOTT PATRICK ............................ . . .  .BA CROWE. JOHN STEVEN ....................... . . .  .MSED HEINKEL, NATALIE NICOLE..................... ......... MS LUECHTEFELD, KRISTIN NICOLE . . . . ..............BS
ALLEN, CHRISTOPHER TODD ................... . . .  .BS CROWE, JULIA DIANN ......................... . . . . MSED HELLMANN, JENNA KAY ....................... ............BS LUEHMANN, JOANNA ELAINE ............ . . .  .MSED
ALLEN,JESSE R ............................................ .MSED CRUSE, CRYSTAL LYN N ....................... ..............BS HEMBROUGH, TODD LAURENCE......... ............BS LUHR, KACIE L IN ................................... ..............BS
ALLEN, JUSTIN JAMES .............................. .MSED CRYDER, JOEL DAVID ......................... . . .  .MSED HENRY, JESSICA RENEE ....................... ............BS LUKEN, ASHLEY REBECCA ................ .............. BS
AMBUEL, KATHRYN MARIE ....................... .MSED CUNNINGHAM. AMANDA KATHLEEN ..............SD HENSIEK, AMBER MARIE ..................... ............BS LUTHY, LOIS A N N ................................... . . .  .MSED
AMOS, JAMES BRADLEY............................ . . .  .BS DALLAS, KRISTINA N ....................... ..............BS HERNANDEZ. MARIA DJ ....................... ............BS LYNCH, ERIN MICHELLE ..................... .............. BS
ANDERSON, CASEY BRYANT..................... . . .  .BS DALY, CHRISTINA F .............................. ..............BS HERRING, RACHEL ELAINE .................. ......... MS LYNN, MARCUS ALLEN ....................... .............. BS
ANDERSON, TIMOTHY CARROLL.............. .MSED DAMM, ASHLEY CHRISTINE .............. ..............BS HEUSER, MELINDA M A RIE ..................... . .  MSED MACEWAN, SARAH JEANNE ................ ..............SD
ANTKOWIAK, STACY L Y N N ....................... . . .  .MS DARR, JUSTIN P A U L ............................ ..............BS HIGGS, ERIN ELIZABETH....................... ............BA MALERICH, TYLER M ......................... .............. BS
ASBROCK, ELIZABETH KATHLEEN............ .MSED DAVEY, MICHAEL A .............................. ..............BS HILLERY, MELISSA RENEE .................. ............BS MALONE. MYALECA R .......................... . . .  .MSED
ATKINS, MICHELLE BRIANNE ................... . . .  .BS DAVID, ELIZABETH ASH LEY................ . . .  .MSED HINDS, ASHLEY NICOLE ....................... ............BS MANLEY, LISA ANN .............................. ..............BS
ATTAWAY, CAROLINE REBECCA................ . . .  .BS DAVIS, STEPHANIE LY N N ..................... . . .  .MSED HINTON, DEANDRE MICHAEL SCOTT . ............BS MARANA, CHRISTY MICHELLE ......... . . .  .MSED
ATTAWAY, JOHN JOSEPH ............................ .MSED DAYTON, NICOLE L Y N N ....................... ..............BS HOBBS, SARAH LYNN ............................ ............BS MARCUM. MEGAN M A R IE ................... ..............BS
BACK, LAURA M .......................................... . . . . BS DECKER, ERIC CLIFFORD..................... . . . . MSED HOEFLER, JULIA K .................................. ............BS MARSHALL, JARED P A U L ................... ..............BS
BAIN, PATRICE M URPHY............................ . .  .EDS DEIST. BARRETT A .............................. .EDS EDAD HOEPKER, ALLISON KAY E ..................... ............BS MARSHALL, JUDITH E LLE N ................ . . . . MS ED
BAJOREK. MATTHEW GEORGE ................ . . .  .BS DEMOSS, AMANDA J A N E ..................... . . .  .MSED HOERNER, DENELLE MARIE ................ ............BA MARSTALL, VICTORIA K ..................... ..............BA
BANDY, SUSAN LOUISE ............................ . . .  .MA DESHERLIA, EMILY LOIS ..................... . . .  .MSED HOFFMANN, KELLY ANN ....................... ............SD MARTIN, CYNTHIA SUE ....................... . . . .MSED
BARDILL, DEREK M ..................................... . . .  .BS DEWITT, VIVIAN CELESTE ................... . . .  .MSED HOHLT, KATIE LILLIAN ........................... ............MS MARTINCIC, JOHN PHILLIP, III ......... ..............BS
BARKER, CARA A ........................................ . . .  .MS DIEKEMPER. SARAH MARIE .............. ..............BS HOLSHOUSER, REBECCA LOUISE ............BS MASUR. PENNY LENAY ....................... . . .  .MSED
BARKER, JAMIE L Y N N ................................. . .  .BS DINSMORE, EMILY E LLE N ................... ..............BS HORSTMANN, SANDRA M A R IE ............ ............BS MAYFIELD, MATTHEW A AR O N ............ . . .  .MSED
BATTAGLIA. JACQUELINE CHRISTINE . . . . . .  .BS DODD, TONY MICHAEL ....................... ..............BS HUFFMAN, DEAWNDRA M A R IE ............ ............BS MAYNARD, JUSTIN BRYAN ................ .............. BS
BEASLEY, LAKETIA ANNETTE ................... . . . . BS DOERR, GARRETT ANTHONY ............ ..............BS HUGHES, MICHAEL TH O M A S .............. ............MA MAZZOLINI, RICHARD J O H N ............ ......... MSED
BECK. MATTHEW JA S O N ............................ . . .  ,BS DOETSCH, JENNIFER LY N N ................ ..............BS HUNDELT, CHRISTINA R O S E ................ ............BS MCCLURG, CYNTHIA LO U IS E ............ .............. MS
BELL. ELIZABETH LORAINE....................... . . .  .BS DURSO, KIMBERLY ANNE .................. ..............BS HUTTON, DESIREE DAWN ..................... ............BS MCCORMICK, ASHLEY J A D E .............. .............. BS
BENHOFF, JESSICA LAINE .......................... . . .  .BS ECCHER. MARGARET RENEE .............. ............MS IGEL, KATHRYN ROSE............................ ............MS MCCRAY, NATASAN T ............................ ..............BS
BERGEN, LEAH RENEE................................. . . .  .BS EGAN, STACEY LYNN ............................ ............MS INMAN, CYNTHIA ANN ......................... ......... EDS MCFARLAND. KRISTIN E ..................... . . .  .MSED
BERGHOFF, CHRISTOPHER ROBERT . . .  .BA EHLERS, JASON EVERETT................... . . .  .MSED JACKSON, ASHLEY MICHELLE ............ ............BS MCGARR. MICHAEL J ............................ . . .  .MSED
BERMAN, D A R A V ........................................ . . .  .MA ELAM. RHONDA KAY ............................ ..............BS JACKSON, LACY N IC O LE ....................... ............BS MCGUIRE, LESLIE A N N .......................... ............MS
BERNAIX, TIFFANY A N N .............................. ___ BS EMIG, ANNE MARIE .............................. ............MS JACKSON. LISA KAY .............................. ............BS MCINTOSH, TARA BROOKE ................ ............MA
BERNARD, AMENIAH V ............................... . . .  .BS EPPS, LORI J O ........................................ ..............BS JARDEN, THERESA A N N ......................... . .  MSED MCMASTER, ROBYN DENEE .............. .............. BS
BERNER, MELISSA R AE .............................. . . . . B S EVANS, HILARY A N N E ......................... ..............BS JARVIS, KATIE A N N ................................ ............BS MCMILLEN, JULIANNE MARIE ......... .............. BS
BETZ, ASHLEY ELIZABETH ........................ . . .  .BS EVANS, LORELYN R .............................. . . .  .MSED JEWELL, KELLY LEIG H............................ ............BS MCNEILL, ROBERT................................. ..............BS
BEVIS, KATIE LYNNE ................................... . . .  .BS FAGIN, CASEY CATHERINE ................ ..............BA JOHNSON, JEFF D .................................. ............BS MCPHERSON, ASHLEY DEE ANN . . . .............. BS
BILBRUCK, DUSTIN RUSSELL................... . . .  .BS FEDOR, SARAH BETH ............................ ............MA JOHNSON, NATHAN ANDREW .............. ............BS MEEHAN, TARA MICHELLE ................ ..............BS
BILYEU. MEGAN A N N ................................... . . .  .SD FICKE, ERIN MARIE .............................. ..............BS JOHNSTON-DERFLER, AMANDA SUE . ............BS MELM, JAIME N ICO LE.......................... .............. BS
BLACKWELL, KELSEY L E E .......................... . .  .BS FISCHER, LEANN J ................................ . . .  .MSED JONES. ADAM ROBERT......................... ............BS MEUSER, MOLLY ANN .......................... ............MA
BLACKWOOD, TIARA DANYELLE.............. . . .  .BA FLEER, ELIZABETH JEANNE................ ..............BS JONES, DEZSIREE MICHELLE .............. ............BS MEYER. KELLY A N N .............................. .............. BS
BOLT, BRADLEY B ........................................ . . .  .BS FLETCHER, JEREMY RYAN ................ ..............SD JONES, MICHAEL R ................................ ............BS MILES, J JOSEPH ................................. .............. BS
BONN, AMANDA J A N E ................................. . . .  .BS FORD, MICHELLE NICOLE .................. ..............BS JONES, RONALD, JR .............................. . .  .MSED MILES, MICOLE VICTORIEN .............. .............. BS
BOONE, KIMBERLY ELIZABETH ................ . . .  .BS FOWLER, JENNIFER A N N ..................... . . .  .MSED JONES, SARAH JEANNINE..................... ............BS MILES, SANDY J E A N ............................ .............. BS
BRADEN, CHRISTOPHER M IC H A E L......... . . .  .BS FRANCIS, DAVID M IC H A EL.................. ............MS JONES, TINA LOUISE.............................. ............BS MILLBURG, MATTHEW JOSEPH . . . . .............. BS
BRADY, SCOTT JOSEPH.............................. . . .  .BS FRANK. EMILY A ................................... ..............BS JUDSON, STEPHEN DAVID ..................... ......... MS MILLER, VALERIE LYNN........................ .............. BS
BRAMMEIER, BAILEY MARIE ................... . . .  .BS FRANZEN, ELIZABETH A N N ................ ..............BS JURGENA, AMY M .................................. ............BS MITCHELL, JEVON DANTE................... .............. BS
BRAMSTEDT, PAULA JUNE ........................ . . .  .BS FREMONT, KIMBERLY CARR .............. . .  MSED KABBES, KIMBERLEE ANN .................. ............BS MOENNIG, JILL A N N .............................. ............MS
BRANDMEYER, COURTNEY MARIE . . . . . . . . M S FROEBEL, JULIA ANN ......................... ..............BS KAMPWERTH, LINDSEY M ARIE ............ ............BS MOFFETT, ROBIN L ...............................................MS
BRAYE. MIRANDA NICOLE.......................... . . .  .BS FROESE, JESSICA LEIGH ..................... . . .  .MSED KANIA, DANA M A R IE .............................. ............BS MOORE, ALEX MICHAEL ..................... .............. BA
BRENDEL. CHELSEY MARIE ..................... . . .  .BS FULLER, LYNDSEY R A E ....................... ..............BS KAPP, BEVERLY A ..................................... . .  .MSED MOORE. MELISSA A N N ........................ .............. BS
BRINKMANN, ERIC X AN TH U S ................... . . .  .BS GALVIN, KIMBERLY A N N E .................. ..............BS KARDIS. EMILY ANNALIESE ................ ............BS MOORE, ROCHELLE DENISE................ ..............MA
BRITTON, ERIKA RAE ................................. . . .  .BS GAMBLE, RACHEL EMMA .................. ..............BS KASIAR, ERICA RENEE............................ . .  MSED MOORE, ZACHARY W IL L IA M .............. ..............BS
BROWN, MARQUETTA L ............................ . . .  .BS GELUCK, BRIAN M IC H A E L................... . . .  MSED KEENEY, PATRICK ANTHONY ................ . .  MSED MORAN. KEITH A ................................... . .  . .MSED
BROWN, ROBERT W IL L IA M ....................... .MSED GHERARDINI, AMY MARIE ................ ..............BS KELLEY, JILL BENWAY........................... ............BS MORGENROTH, TERRI SHIRLENE . . . .............. BS
BRUSSATTI, TINA L ..................................... .MSED GIELOW, ERIN L Y N N .............................. ............MS KING. BARBARA JE A N ............................ ......... EDS MORO, ELISA ANN ...............................................MA
BUDER, MEGAN ALYSON ............................ .MSED GILLESPIE, CATHERINE ELAINE . . . . ..............BS KING, THOMAS STACY ......................... ............BS MOUSSALLI, TANYA V IO LETTE.......... .............. BS
BURNSIDE-WEAVER, ANDREW M ............ . . .  .BS GILOMEN, JESSICA MARIE ................ ..............BS KIRK. ROGER D ....................................... ............BS MULVEY, DANIEL E D W A R D ................. .............. BS
BURRIS, TODD J .......................................... . . .  .BS GILTNER, KRYSTAL L E IG H .................. . . .  .MSED KIRKPATRICK, HEATHER DIANE ......... ............BS MYERS, JEREMY CLAYTON................. .............. BS
BUSCH, STACEY N IC O LE ............................ . . .  .BS GLEASON, STEPHANIE R AE ................ ..............BS KIRKSEY, CASEY LYNN ......................... ............BS MYERS, KIMBERLY ANN ..................... .............. BS
BUSS, KRISTIN L .......................................... . . .  .BS GOEHL, JUSTIN M IC H A E L.................. ..............BS KLOECKNER, JILL MARIE ..................... ............BS NASH, CRYSTAL DARICE..................... .............. BA
BUSSMANN, EMILEE JEAN ....................... . . .  .BS GORMAN, JENNIFER M A R IE .............. ..............SD KNAPP. ANGELA K A Y .............................. ............BS NAYLOR, CAROL K A Y ............................ . . .  .MSED
BUTLER, CASEY LY N N ................................. . . .  .BA GRATZ, ALYSSA M A R IE ....................... ..............SD KNEISS, ELIZABETH MARY JEAN . . . . ............BS NEVILLE, SHAWN E D W A R D ................ . . .  MSED
BUTTS. ANDREA LYNN .............................. . . .  .BS GREEN, CHARLOTTE DOLA-BOERNER ............BS KOCH, REBECCA A .................................. ............MS NICHOLAS, KELLY MARIE ................... .............. BS
CAMPBELL, TARA LESLIE .......................... . . .  .BS GREENE, ANGELA L E E ......................... ..............BS KOEBELE. MELISSA GAIL ..................... ............BS NICHOLSON, A N D R E W S ..................... . .  . MSED
CASTENS, DANIELLE RAE .......................... . . .  .BS GRIFFIN, JILL RENA1 ............................ ............EDS KOESTER. MICHELE N IC O LE................ ............BS NIEBRUEGGE, JOHN ALLYN .............. ............MAT
CHAMPA, AMANDA J O ................................. .MSED GRIFFITH, JESSICA LYNN ................... ..............BS KRAUS, JON ROBERT.............................. . .  .MSED NILES, HOLLY M ................................... .............. BS
CHOU, JESSICA LYNN ................................. . . .  .BS GROSS, SCOTT ALAN ......................... ..............BS KRAUSE, JASON B .................................. ............BS NIVENS, VALERIE L................................................MA
CHRISTISEN SEWARD, AMANDA MARIE . . .  .MA GROTEFENDT, ANDREA KAY E .............. ............MS KRIBS, KRISTIN LYNNE......................... ............BS NOLAND, SARA ...................................... . .  . .MSED
CHURCH. COURTNEY ELIZABETH............ ___ BS GRUENDER, SHEILA A ......................... . . .  .MSED KUBA. KYLEE DIANNE ............................ . .  MSED NOTTMEIER, JENNIFER LYNN ............ . . .  MSED
CLARK, CHERYL RENEE.............................. .MSED GUTIERREZ. MARIANA ....................... ..............BA KUPRESIN. KATIE LYNN......................... ............BS NOWAK, CYNTHIA ANN ....................... . . .  .MSED
CLARKE, JAMIE LYNN ................................. . . .  .BS HACKE, KYLE M ATTH EW ..................... ............EDS LAAKKO, THERESEA A N N ....................... . .  MSED NOWICKI, HEIDI E ................................. ............ BS
CLAUDE. AMY NICOLE................................. . . .  .BS HADDAD. TRACY L Y N ............................ . . .  .MSED LANZEROTTE, KAREN IRENE ................ . .  MSED OGAN. KELLY F ...................................... .............. BS
CLAUSELL, TIFFANY HALEY ..................... . . .  .BS HAGEN. AMY LYNN .............................. ..............BS LASHLEY, ERICA BROOK ..................... ............MA OLROYD, BRANDY LEE ........................ .............. BS
CLINE, ANDREA L ........................................ . . .  .BS HAIDER. SARAH LYNN .......................... . .  . .MSED LECH, KATHLEEN A ................................ ............BS OLSEN. HEATHER ELIZABETH............ .............. BS
COBB, LYSSA ALLURA M AUR EEN........... . . .  .BS HAMADA, NAOYA................................... ..............BS LEE. KRISTI LAUREN.............................. ............BS OWCA. LAURA ELLEN .......................... .............. BS
COCHRAN, JESSICA D ANIELLE................ . . .  .BS HAMANN, DANA M ................................. ............MA LENK. JANETTE MARIE ......................... . .  .MSED PAGE. DAVID GLEN .............................. ..............BS
COLE, JENNIFER M ICH ELLE..................... ___ MA HAMILTON, MICHELLE L ..................... ..............BS LEONHARDT, KELLY ELIZABETH ......... ............BS PAUTLER, MEAGAN M A R IE ................ ..............BA
COLEMAN, ADAM D A V ID ............................ . . .  .BS HANSON. LINDSAY MICHELLE ......... ..............BS LESKOVISEK, STEPHANIE A ................ ............BS PENROD, AMY EVAH ............................ .............. BS
COLLINS, AIMEE MARIE ............................ . . .  .SD HARDY, ELAINA NICOLE ..................... ..............BA LEWIS, GINA MARIE .............................. ............BS PETCHULAT, ALYSIA S USANN............ .............. SD
COLLINS, JE S S A JO ........... : .................. . . .  .BS HARRIS, DELICIA CHERISE ................ . . .  .MSED LIMBACH. BRITTANY ESTELLE ............ ............BS PETCHULAT, LINDA CATHERINE .............. BS
COLYER. TAMARA BROOKE....................... . . .  BS HAUER. CAROL ANN ............................ . . .  .MSED LIVASY. MATTHEW T Y L E R ................... ............BS PETEREIN, TESSA FAYE........................ ..............BA
COX, JAIME N IC O LE..................................... .MSED HAWKINS, ROMA A N N E ....................... ..............BS LOEPKER. DARIN J ................................... . .  .MSED PETERSON, ANN LAUREN ................ ..............MA
CRANDALL, JESSICA L Y N N ....................... . . .  .BS HAYS, JUSTIN C O LL IN S ....................... . .  . MSED LOGAN. APRIL ELIZABETH .................. ............BS POHLMAN, TERA J .......................................... MSED
CRAWFORD, KAYLA RANEE....................... . . .  .BA HEDEN, TIMOTHY D A N IE L .................. ..............BS LOVELACE. JULIE M .............................. ............BS POLACH. TAMARA CHRISTINE..................... MSED
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POST, JACOB ANTHONY ....................... ..............BS SCHROEDER. NIKI M A R IE ..................... ............BS STELTER, ELIZABETH C A R O L................ ......... MA WAKEFIELD, KRISTY LYNN ................... ............BA
POWELL, DARIN M ICH AEL................... . . .  .MSED SCHUENKE, S A R A H ................................ ............BS STILES, CHRISTINA ELIZABETH............ . .  MSED WALKER, BRANDON ............................... ............BS
QUERNHEIM, MORGAN RENEE ......... ............MA SCHWARTZ, NICHOLAS JO H N .............. ......... EDS STONER, AMY D ..................................... ............BS WALLS, TAMMY LY N N ............................ ............BS
RACZ, CHRISTINA MARIE ...................................BS SCHWARTZ, REBEKAH M A R IA ............ ............MS STUMPF, JENNIFER LYN N ....................... ......... MA WARFIELD, MELANIE DAWN .............. . . .  .MSED
RADAS, JESSICA AMBER ................... ..............BS SCHWARTZ, TERA JEAN ....................... ............BS SUAREZ, MARIA CRISTINA .................. ............BS WATSON, JAMES R ICHARD................... ............BS
RAINEY, JON MICHAEL ........................ ..............BS SCOLES, NINA MARIE ............................ ............BS SUTTER. EMILY ........................................ ............BS WEBB, AMANDA J O ................................. ............BS
REED, THOMAS A .................................... . . .  .MSED SCROGGINS, ABBY JAYNE ................... ............BS TEDESCO, JENNIFER D ......................... ............SD WEBER, LAURA ANN ............................ . . . . MSED
REILLY, KELLY D E N IS E .......................... . . .  .MSED SEELBACH, MEGAN A N N ....................... ............BS THOMAS, CASSANDRA JA N E ................ . . .MSED WENDT, TIMOTHY L E E .......................... . . .  .MSED
REISS, KACI M ICH ELLE........................ ..............BS SEGRAVES, WHITNEY LYNN ................ ............BS THOMAS, SARAH RACHEL ................... ............BS WESTBROOK, ADAM D E A N ................... ............BS
RENKEN, STEPHANIE LEE ................................ EDS SELLIERS, KYLE D A V ID .......................... ............BS THOMAS, STEPHANIE MICHELLE ............BS WHEATLEY, MICHAEL ANTHONY, II . . . ............BS
RETZER, CASSANDRA ROCHELLE . . . ..............BS SHANKLIN, E TH E L................................... ......... EDS THOMPSON, ERIN REBECCA................ ............BS WHITAKER, LISA D ................................. ............BS
RITTENHOUSE, TWYLA A N N .............. ..............BS SHANNON, RACHEL DAWN .................. ......... BS THOMPSON, HEATHER M A R IE ........... ............MA WIESEMAN, JENNIFER L ................. . . .  .MSED
ROBERTSON, JESSICA M A R IE ......... ........... BS SHAVER, JACQUELINE M A R IE .............. ............BS THOMPSON,TONYE .............................. .. MSED WIESEMAN, LAUREN WHITNEY ......... ............BS
ROBINSON, HOPE ANDREA ............. . . .  .MSED SHEA, JASON B ED EL.............................. ............BS TOCKSTEIN, SHARALYN ....................... ............BS WILKEN, COURTNEY LYNN ................... ............BS
RODDEN, THERESA LYNN ................... ..............BS SIMMONS, TAMARA R ............................ ............BS TODD, MELISSA J E A N ............................ ......... BS WILLIAMS, ASHLEY ELIZABETH......... ......... BS
ROOT, JENNIFER CATHLEEN ........... ...........BS SKIRBALL, ALICIA RENEE ............... . . . . MSED TORMINO, BETHANY GRACE............. ......... BS WILLIAMS, ERIKA R ............................... ......... BS
ROSAL, JESSICA PINEDA ................... ..............BS SLOW, JAN-MARIE ELIZABETH............ ............BS TOURVILLE, ANGELA VICTORIALY .. .NNSD WILLIAMS, KIMETHA LATRICE ............ ............BS
ROSS, SARAH ANN ............................... ..............BS SMITH, AMBER K R ISTIN E ..................... ............BS TREECE, MICHAEL EUGENE, JR ......... ............BS WILLIAMS, LE IS H A O LE D A ................... ............BS
ROSS, SHERI NICOLE ..................... ...........BS SMITH, ELIZABETH ANN ....................... ...........BS TRUEMPER, ANGELA CHRISTINE . . . . ......... BS WILLIS, KATIE MARIE ....................... ......... BS
ROTHE, HEATHER LYNN ..................... ...........BS SMITH, JENNIFER MARIE ...............................BS TURNAGE, JILL REBECCA....................... ............MS WILSON, MELISSA L E E .......................... ............BS
ROWE, OLIVIA KATHERINE ................ ..............BS SMITH, RYAN K E V IN .............................. ............MA TURNER, JOANNA MARIE ..................... ............BS WILSON, STEPHANIE JANE ................ . . .  .MSED
RUDOFSKI, KATELYN M A R IE ................ ...........BS SNEAD, MEGAN NICOLE .................. ..............BS TYLER, PAMELA A N N E ...................... .. .MSED WISSER, JAMIE LEE ......................... ......... BS
RUETER, NATHAN J ........................ . . . . MSED SNIDER, MELINDA A N N E .................. ..............BS UZZO, KRISTINA MARIE ................... ............BS WITTMAN, CANDACE LYNN ................ ............MS
SAAVEDRA-BERROCAL, DANAYKA ., ..............BA SNOW, BRADLEY G E N E ......................... ..............BS VARBLE, JENNA S U E .............................. ............BS WOLFBRANDT, CHARLENE MAE . . . . . . .  .MSED
SADLER, MELISSA S .............................. ..............BS SOLOMON, ERIN DANIELLE ................ ............BA VIEREGGE, REBECCA MICHELLE......... ......... BS WOOD, KYLE DANIEL ....................... ......... BS
SANCHEZ, CATALINA E .....................................BS SORGE, JOSHUA ALAN .................... ......... BS VINSON, CASEY NICOLE ....................... ......... BS WOODEN, ANNA L ................................... ............BS
SCHAEFER, MARANDA LEANNE ....... . . .  .MSED SOUTHERLAND, LEAH M IG NO N......... . . . . MSED VIVOD, KATHRYN A N N ............................ ............BS WORTHEN, LEIGHANN M A R IE .............. ............BS
SCHANUEL, CAROL ...............................................BS STANFORD, WENDY A ............................ ............BS VOIGT, STEPHANIE L E E .................... ......... BS YORK, AMY MICHELLE ..................... ............BS
SCHERER, JACQUELINE A M B E R ....... ...........BA STANLEY-DEIST, REBECCA CAROL . . . ......... EDS VOLKMAR, JEREMY LEE ....................... .. .MSED YORK, KRISTEN M ICH ELLE ................... ............BS
SCHERFF, STACY ELIZABETH ............. ..............BS STAPLINS, JENNIFER LYN N ................... ............BA VOUDRIE, ALEXANDRA KATHERINE .. ............BS YOUNG, MARCELLA LINN ................... . . . . MSED
SCHINDLER, MICHELLE DOUGAN . . . . . . MSED STARKS, NICOLE LEIGHANN................ ............BS WADE, LINDSEY ERIN ............................ ............BS YOUNGLESS, DONNA JEAN ............. . . .  .MSED
SCHONHOFF, DANIELLE ELISE ......... ......... BS STEBERNAK, GREGOR............................ ......... BS WAGERS, KELLY J O Y ........................ ......... BS ZIMMER, LEA A N N ................................... ............BS
SCHRÄGE, TYLER C H A R LE S ................ ......... BS STEELE, KRISTEN JOANNE ................... ............BS WAGNER, ELAINE M A R IE ....................... . .  .MSED
SCHROEDER, AMANDA J U L IE .............. ............BS STEGALL, ERIC WILLIAM ..................... ............BS WAGNER, HEATHER ANNE .................................MS
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ALBORI, NASEEM ABDULLA ................ ............BS HASSEN, GREGORY L E E ............................ . . . . M S METTLER, JENNIFER L Y N N ..................... ......... BS ROSE, LANGSTON H EN R Y .......................... RS
ALUOTO, SEAN A NTH O N Y..................... ............BS HAWTHORNE, JOHN THOM AS................ ......... BS MEYER, KENZIE M E RLE ............................ ......... BS SAVAGE, RYAN L O U IS ................................. RS
ANDERSON, JASON ERIC ..................... ............BS HEAVISIDES, THOMAS J .......................... ......... BS MILES, ANDREW C ................................... ......... BS SEBASTIAN, STEVEN W IL L IA M ................ RS
ARCOT, RAJ KUMAR SIVA KUMAR ......... MS HEMKER, CHRISTOPHER JAMES ......... ......... BS MILLER, AARON JOHN ............................ ......... BS SHAH, BIBHUSAN .......................................... MS
BALL, ASHLEY LEIGH ............................ ............BS HEMPHILL, JOSEPH RICHARD .............. ......... BS MIRZA. ATIF ................................................. . . .  .MS SHI, M E IJ IN ...................................................... MS
BENANTI, BRIAN RICHARD ................... ............BS HIRSCH, RYAN JOSEPH............................ ......... BS MOHAMMAD, TAQUIUDDIN ..................... . . .  .MS SIMPSON, MICHAEL RICHARD ................ RS
BERTANJOLI, D RAZEN............................ ............BS HOCKETT. JOSHUA MICHAEL ................ ......... BS MOHAMMED, SHUJATH ALI K H A N ......... . . .  .MS SITRARASU, V ID YA ........................................ MS
BOONE. BRADLEY BRIAN ..................... ............BS HOFFMAN, S C O H  ALLEN ....................... ......... BS MOIDEL, JENNIE RACHAEL..................... ......... BS SMITH, LEAH ANDERSON .......................... RS
BRUEMMER, JULIE MARIE ................... ............BS HUANG, YAN ................................................. . . . . M S MOKA, SUNITA ............................................ . . .  .MS SMITH, MICKEY JEREMY .......................... RS
BRUGGEMANN, JOHN F .......................... ............BS JACOB, NIRMAL .......................................... . . . . M S MOORE, CURTIS L E E ................................. ..........BS SOLT, PATRICK STEVEN ............................... MS
CAIRES, DAVID C ...................................... ......... MS JOHNSON, JAMES K ............................................ BS MOTYCKA, KYLE D AV ID ............................ ..........BS SORRILL, LEVI DANIEL ............................... RS
CARROLL, JONATHAN TYLER .............. ............BS JONES, KEITH A A R O N ................................ ......... BS MOYE. JEFFREY R ..................................... ......... BS SPILLERS, MICHELLE YVONNE ................ MS
CLARK, JANET M ...................................... ............BA KAMPWERTH, NICHOLAS ANDREW ......... BS MUETH. MICHAEL THOMAS ................... ..........BS STAHL, CHRISTOPHER DAVID .................. MS
CRAIG. JOSHUA THOMAS ..................... ............BS KARFS, SCOTT M ICH A EL.......................... ......... BS MULLER, GEORGE ANTHONY, I V ............ ......... BS STEWART. BRADY ROBERT....................... RS
CRAIN, DANIEL EDWARD ..................... ............BS KEELEY, ANTHONY D A V ID ....................... ......... BS NARIPELLA, GOWTAM PRAKESH............ . . . M S SURABATHUNI, NAVEEN.............................. MS
CRAWLEY, STEPHANIE CHRISTINE . . ............MS KELLER. JACOB M IC H A E L....................... ......... BS NEBERGALL, AARON M ............................ ......... BS SURABHI, V IN A Y ............................................. MS
CRAYS, MARK M ...................................... ............BS KITCHEN. MICHAEL R .............................. ......... BS NEHRT. ANDREW LEE .............................. ......... BS TAUL, DARRI CL .......................................... RA
CROOK. GARRY M .................................... ............BS KLINEFELTER. PHILLIP GRAHAM ......... ......... BS NGOY, TEDDY KIKUDI .............................. ......... BS THAPA. S A G U N ............................................... MS
DANIELS. STEPHEN ADAM ................... ............BS KNACKSTEDT, NATHAN CHARLES........... ......... BS NYLAND, CHRISTOPHER FREDRICK . .  . ......... BS THOMAS, JONATHAN EDGAR .................. RS
DESHASIER, ALICIA A N N ........................ ............BS KOCHER, TODD MICHAEL ......................... ......... BS OCONNOR, DENNIS MICHAEL ................ . . .  .MS THOMPSON, ANDREW KEITH ................... RS
DETERS, ANDREW JAMES ................... ............BS KOCUREK, SHANON N E A L................................... BS OERTWIG, SHANE LYNN .......................... ......... BS THRELKELD, DAVID MICHAEL. J R ............ RS
DIETRICH. PHILIP ANDREW ................ ............BS KOMNICK, CHAD MICHAEL ....................... ......... BS OFLAHERTY, JOHN J ................................. ......... BS TIWARI, RAJAN B AB U ................................... MS
DONNELL, KARI A N N ............................... ............BS KYPTA. JULIANN MARIE ............................ . . .  .BS OLCOTT, RICHARD SCOTT ........................ . . .  .MS TRAPP, DANIEL RAY ................................... RS
DROWN, CHRISTOPHER C ................... ............BS LAMBERT. MATT JOSEPH .......................... . . .  .BS OLSON, KEVIN LEE ................................... ......... BS TRIEFENBACH, KIMBERLY D ..................... RS
DRURY, MATTHEW W IL L IA M ................ ............BS LAMMERS. ALEX MARK ..................................... BS PANT, UJJWOL RAJ ................................... . . .  .MS UNDE, PRADEEPC ........................................ MS
DUFFY, BRANDON JOSEPH .................. ............BS LAPOINT, MATTHEW JASON .............................. BS PATIMIDI VIKRAM R A O ............................ ......... BS VANKAYALAPATI, KISHORE BABU ........... MS
ELLIOTT, SETH W IL L IA M ....................... ............BS LI, MEILI ......................................................... . . .  MS PATEL, MEHUL THAKARSHIBHAI ............ . . . . M S VENREDDY, N IREESHA............................ MS
ESCHBACHER, EDWARD GRAHAM ......... MS LINDMARK, MEGAN R E N E E ..................... . . .  .MS PETERS, BRYAN JASO N ............................ ..........BS VERCELLINO, ANTHONY SCHROEDER . . RS
EWERSMANN, MICHAEL P A U L ............ ............BS MAKSIMOVICH, ALEXANDER JACOB .. ......... BS PETTERSON, BRADLEY PATRICK ......... ..........BS WANGEUN, ROBERTA ............................... RS
FAUST, WILLIAM ANDREW .................. ............BS MANGOFF. NATHAN CHRISTOPHER . . . ......... BS PITTS, JEFFREY THOMAS ....................... ......... BS WASSON, LUKE ANDREW .......................... RS
FRANZEN. ADAM KEVIN ........................ ............BS MARRON, BRITTANY M A R IE ................... ......... BS POETTKER, CHRISTOPHER DANIEL . . ......... BS WERNER, ERIC JOHN ................................. RS
GARIMELLA, KIRANMAYE........................ ......... MS MASINELLI, KYLE A D A M .......................... ......... BS POTU, SWAPNA .......................................... . . .  .MS WILLE, JASON MICHAEL ............................ MS
GIBNEY, SEAN MICHAEL ........................ ............BS MATTHEWS, GRAHAM T H O M A S ............ ......... BA PRATTIPATI, SUDHEERBABU ................... . . .  .MS WILLMONT, JAMES M ............................... MS
GODAR, KYLE D A V ID ............................... ............BS MAY, CHRISTOPHER MATTHEW ............ ......... BS QUAYE, EMMANUEL Nil TETTEH ............ . . .  .MS WISZKON, SARAH LY N N ............................ MS
GRASER, MAISIE A N N ............................ ............BS MCCULLOUGH, TIMOTHY A D A M ............ ......... BS RASCON, IAN JA M E S ................................. ......... BS WRIGHT, SHANNON ELIZABETH .............. RS
GRIM, WILLIAM MICHAEL ..................... ......... MS MCCUNNEY, CORY M ICHAEL................... ......... BS REDENIUS, SHEA AND REW ..................... ......... BS
HAMM, MARTIN JOSEPH........................ ............BS MCKEAN, JAMES LEE .............................. ......... BS REED, PAUL DANIEL ................................. ......... BS
HANSELMAN. MARCUS W ILLIAM . . . . ............BS METCALF, MATTHEW LEROY................... ......... BS ROBLES, IRVIN AUGUSTO....................... ......... BS
School of Nursing
ABITOGUN, KATE A N E H ITA ................... . . . ' . . M S DILLENDER, LYNNE ELLEN ................ ..............BS LAHEY, AMY MICHELLE .............................. . .  .MS SCHANDL. NICOLE JA N E LLE ................. ............BS
ACKMAN, LAUREN ELIZABETH ......... ..............BS DOTY, MELISSA LYNN .......................... ..............BS LAYLOFF, CATHERINE ANN ........................ . .  . .BS SCHELLENGER, CRYSTAL LYNN ......... ............BS
ALLEN, MIRJAM J O Y ............................ ..............BS DRUMELLER, AMBER NICOLE ............ ............MS LEGGANS. DANA YVONNE.......................... . . .  .BS SEITZ, LEANNE MICHELLE ................... ............MS
ALLEN, RICHARD W IL L IA M ................ ..............BS DUNSETH, MICHAEL R O S S ................ ..............BS LESTER. REBECCA JANE .......................... . . . . BS SELF, ANN M A R IE .................................... ........... MS
ALLENSWORTH, TERESA ANN ......... ......... CER2 EDIE, WENDY D IA NE .............................. ............MS LILLARD, KAITLIN ELIZABETH ................ . . .  .BS SHAVER, BETHANY ANNE ..................... ............BS
ANDERSON, SARAH LY N N ................... ..............BS EVANS, ANDREA KAY ............................ ............MS LITWILLER, ABBI MEENA .......................... . . .  .BS SHINN, AMY LYN N ................................... ............BS
ANSELM, ANGELA K A Y ........................................MS EVANS. LAGENIA ANN .......................... ............MS LONGWELL, KRISTINA MICHELLE .......... . . .  .BS SITES, MOLLY ANN ................................. ............BS
BACK, TARA COURTNEY ..................... ..............BS EY. HEATHER C H R IS T IN A ..................... ............MS MARSHALL. RACHEL RUTH ..................... . . .  BS SMITH. JANAE NICOLE .......................... ............BS
BAEHR, MELANIE R A E .......................... ..............BS FAIZ, SABEENA ........................................ ........... MS MATHEWS, MICHELLE MARGUERITE . .  . . . .  BS STOUT, RONALD ANDREW ................... ............BS
BALDWIN. CHERYL A N N ....................... ..............MS FEDRICK, KELLY J O .............................. ..............BS MCGEE. JAMI L E A .......................................... . .  .MS STUMP. TRACY ANNE ............................ ............BS
BARRETT. TONYA L E E ............................ ..............MS FISHEL. LINDSAY M ICHELLE.............. ..............BS MCREYNOLDS, SUSAN ANNETTE.............. . .  .MS STURGIS. KAYLA MACHELLE .............. ............BS
BEATTY, MICHELE LYNN ....................... ..............MS FLICK, ALEXANDRA M A R IE ................ ..............BS MEISENHEIMER. KATHLEEN CARROLL . . . . .  .BS SWAIN. TIMOTHY EUGENE ................... ............BS
BEAVER, LUCELIA ANN B IA M A ........... ..............MS FROST, DONI L E I ..................................... ............MS MIDDENDORF, VALERIE RENEE................ . . .  .BS TAYLOR. JENNIFER ANNE ..................... ............BS
BERGMAN, KELSY A N N ........................ ..............BS FULLER, RACHEAL M .......................... ..............BS MILLER. SANDRA ELIZABETH ................... . .  .MS THOMPSON, JILL M A R IE ........................ ............BS
BERRY. MEGHAN A N N E ........................ .............. BS GORES, SARAH ELLEN .......................... ............MS MOEHRING, LYDIA GAIL ............................ . .  . .BS TURNER, VANESSA M ............................ ............BS
BLAIR, ANGELA MARIE ........................ ..............BS GREEN, CHERYL ANN STROOT............ ............MS MOGREN, CHRISTOPHER L ........................ . .  .MS VANDELOO, CATRINA M ........................ ............MS
BLESSMAN, DONNA JEAN .................................MS HAVENS-JONES, JULIE ANNE ........... ..............BS MORGAN,DANA H ........................................ . . .  .BS VAUGHN, KATHI L ................................... ............MS
BLUMHORST, JESSICA LYNN ............ ..............BS HEET, JESSICA M A R IE .......................... ..............BS MORGAN, JUSTINE HO LLE .......................... . .  .MS WARREN, TAMMY Y A R N E LL................ ............BS
BOOTH. KELLY KRISTINE..................... ..............BS HILDEBRAND, LISA LYNETTE ............ ..............BS NATION, JESSICA M A R IE ............................ . .  . BS WATTS. SARAH GAYLE .......................... ............BS
BOWMAN, JILL ELIZABETH................ .............. BS HIXENBAUGH. AMY JEAN ................... ..............BS NEWMAN, JOSHUA D ................................. . . .  .BS WEITEKAMP. KRISTA REN EE ................ ............BS
BROCKETT, DAWN R E N A E ................... ..............BS HORVATH. KATHERINE ANNE ............ ..............BS NYIRONGO, LUCY T ..................................... . . .  .BS WELLS, DAVID M ICHAEL........................ ............BS
BROWN. LAURA M A R IE ........................ ..............BS HUNT, TIFFANY BROOKE ..................... ..............BS OLIVER. KELLY LYN N ................................... . . .  ,BS WERNER, DEBORAH KAY ..................... ............BS
BRUCE, CODY E ...................................... ..............BS JACOB, SARAH JO A N N ....................... ..............BS OWENS, GRETCHEN NORMAN ................ . . .  BS WEST, ANGIE KAY ................................... ............BS
CASEY, TESSA A .................................... ..............BS JOHNSON, MAKECIA LA V IN ................ ..............BS PARNELL, TIFFANY N ICOLE........................ . . .  .BS WILKEY, NATASHA DAWN ..................... ............BS
CLEVENGER, ANGELA RENEE.............. ............MS JONES, NICHOLE LYNN ....................... ..............BS PELCZYNSKI, NICOLE DANIELLE.............. . . .  .BS WILLS, JAMEA ANGELICA..................... ............BS
COLONIUS, VICKI MICHELLE .............. ............MS KINSCHERFF, AMY LEE ....................... ..............BS PRANGE, BRANDY N ICHO LE ..................... . . . . BS WOODS, KATHLEEN ANN ..................... ............MS
CONNERS, KAREN S ............................ ......... CER2 KIRCHNER, MARSHA RENEE .............. ............MS READ, LINDA J ............................................... . .  .MS WORABO, HEIDI JEAN .......................... ............MS
DADA, C HR ISTINA ................................. ..............BS KOHNEN, MELISSA MARIE ................ ..............BS REINACHER. ANNA L ................................... . . .  .BS YALE, BRENDA E LA IN E .......................... ............MS
DANMOLE, OMOTOLA W ..................... ............MS KOONCE, KIRBY LE E .............................. ............MS REYNOLDS, MELANIE RUTH ..................... . .  .MS YODER, HOLLIE ANNE .......................... ............MS
DAVIS, SHANNON R Y A N ........................ ............MS KUCK, JENNIFER LEIG H....................... ..............BS ROBINSON, KYLE JAMES .......................... . . . .BS YOUNG, LORI L ........................................ ..............BS
DECKER, ASHLEY ................................. .............. BS LACY, ELIZABETH K A Y .......................... ..............BS RODGERS, W ILLIAM H ................................. . .  .MS
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It was a bright, sunny day 
with a good wind blowing across 
the Cougar Lake Marina.
Several people roamed the 
lake's dock with their boats, oars 
and friends while Oasis’ 
"Wonderwall" boomed across the 
marina. The aroma o f a charcoal 
grill filled the air while others 
lined up to grab free hot dogs 
and hamburgers.
It appeared to be another 
weather-friendly day for boating 
or fishing, but Sunday's boat race 
brought a more competitive feel 
to the water.
Sigma Pi hosted its fourth 
annual Cardboard Boat Regatta, 
which involved five boats with 
teams o f  two rowing for the 
Fastest Boat award.
The “ Delorean” took home 
both the Fastest Boat and die 
Best o f  the Show honors. It beat 
the “ .S. H .I.W  (Home 
Improvement Warehouse)” for 
the championship.
Junior Ryan Fuesting and 
sophomore business
administration major David 
Vazquez captained the boat, 
minus their chief engineer, who 
was in Florida at the time o f the
race.
Fuesting said the free stuff he 
and Vazquez got from Lowe's 
played a major role in their 
victory.
“They brought us to the 
back and gave it to us,” Fuesting 
said.
Vazquez said the six to eight 
rolls o f duct tape helped, too.
Vazquez said the building 
took “a week or so” for the first­
time competitor and his team, 
who used a “Back to the Future” 
theme for the boat. “Delorean,” 
Fuesting said, means “ time 
machine.”
SIU E alumnus Kevin 
Wrigley was the 2006 winner. He 
picked up an award for 
something after Sunday's race, 
but it was not exactly a second 
straight championship.
Had a boat called the 
“Bangbus” not been disqualified 
for using Styrofoam, which is 
against the regatta rules, Wrigley, 
his teammate Brandon Fletcher 
and their boat, the "Bimcats on 
the Water" would have not 
received the Titanic trophy. It is 
also known as the award for the 
first boat to sink.
The “Bangbus” sank before 
even leaving the dock.
“We didn't have a systematic 
approach to our rowing,”
c
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Wrigley said. “Every time we 
switched we brought water in.”
Wrigley said during his few 
minutes waiting for help, the 
water was “arctic ... like a spring 
breeze.”
“But it was a nice wakeup,” 
he added.
Shortly after the racers 
dragged their crumpled 
cardboard boats up the marina 
hill, Sigma Pi Event Coordinator 
Arnes Camo gave the respective 
winners their trophies. Camo 
said even though the donation 
results for the SAM Spady 
Foundation are currently not 
available, the sunshine and 
competition were a lot o f  fun.
“ The weather could not be 
any better,” Camo said.
Camo also said the fraternity, 
who sold T-shirts for $10 each at 
the race, will keep selling them at 
a table in the Morris University 
Center.
Vazquez said he is hopeful 
the winning tradition is only the 
beginning.
“Hopefully we will do it next 
year,” Vazquez said.
For more on the winning team 
and other events they have won, see 
“Kappa Chi flyin ’ high” on page 11.
Zach Groves can be reached at 
alestlelijistyles@gnuiil.com or 650- 
3531.
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Nutrisoda to bring virtual trees, real music to campus
by Steve Berry
Alestle Photographer
The last stop o f  the Fresh Air Tour, featuring 
rock bands Catchpenny and Jonathan Cour, hopes 
to entertain and raise environmental awareness at 
SIU E on Thursday.
The event begins at 10 a.m. on the Stratton 
Quadrangle and ends at 4  p.m.
St. Louis musician Jonathan Cour will perform 
with his band at 11 :30  a.m, followed by a 
performance by the band Catchpenny.
The tour is sponsored by Airforce Nutrisoda, 
which is owned by Pepsi, and is coordinated in 
conjunction with the international tree planting 
organization Trees for the Future.
Nutrisoda will offer free samples during the 
event and students will have an opportunity to help 
the environment in an interesting way.
At the Trees for the Future booth, students can
plant virtual trees with a computer. For every 
virtual tree planted, Nutrisoda plans to donate a tree 
to Trees for the Future.
According to their website, www.treesftf.org, 
Trees for the Future has been planting trees in 
developing countries since the early 1970s, in an 
effort to curb the impact o f deforestation and illegal 
logging. Trees for the Future was awarded the Earth 
Trusteeship Award from the United Nations in 
1994.
Catchpenny is a pop-rock band who have 
toured the states and released two albums in their 
three year existence. Schauf says the band likes 
seeing new postings on their myspace site after they 
play a gig in a new place.
“We leave the music behind,” Catchpenny lead 
singer Christian Schauf said.
For more information, visit 
www.nutrisoda.com.
Steve Berry can be reached at alestlelifestyles@gmail.com or 
650-3531.
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Men’s and Women’s Track @ Drake Relays -  Thursday-Saturday 
Baseball vs. Lewis -  Friday, 7 p.m.
Softball vs. Indianapolis (DH) -  Saturday, Noon 
Baseball vs. Lewis (DH) -  Saturday, 1 p.m.
Men’s and Women’s Track @ SIUE Twilight -  Saturday, All Day
To
Questions or comments regarding this section? 
Contact Sports Editor Matthew Bruce at 
650-3524 or alestlesports@gmail.com.
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Forrester’s deal rates in middle of pack
by Anthony Patrico
Alestle Sports Reporter
With the signing o f new 
Head Basketball Coach Lennox 
Forrester, SIU E will now look to 
Forrester as the sch<x>l transitions 
into its Division I status. 
Forrester, a former assistant at 
Bradley University, recently sign 
a seven-year contract, making 
$110,000 a year with SIUE.
The Cougars chose Forrester 
from a group o f  over 100 
candidates for the position after 
former H ead Coach Marty 
Simmons left for his alma mater, 
Evansville University.
The final three candidates for 
the SIU E coaching position were 
Southern Illinois University 
Carbondale assistant coach 
Rodney Watson, Western 
Michigan U niversity assistant 
coach Je ff Dunlap and Forrester. 
SIU E chose Forrester to 
smoothly take the “e” into the 
new transition as a D-I program.
Simmons, w ho was the 
highest paid mem ber o f  a
coaching staff at SIU E, will now 
make around $200,000 per year 
at Evansville. The current 
contract will be a jump for 
Simmons o f around $100,000.
Like Simmons, Forrester was 
also a graduate o f  Evansville, a 
D-I school located in Indiana. 
Forrester, who plaved the 
majority o f his college basketball 
at Parkland College, which is near 
Champaign, said in his press 
conference introducing him as 
the Cougars’ new coach that 
SIU E is the place he wants to be.
“I can’t tell you how excited 
I am to be a part o f  this family,” 
Forrester said. “It’s a great day 
for Cougar basketball. It’s a great 
day for me.”
As the Cougars now push 
forward in the reclassification o f 
going D-I, many o f the 
conferences the Cougars may 
look to join have coaches with 
salaries that top some o f the D-I 
charts.
Southern Illinois University 
Carbondale recently gave their 
head coach, Chris Lowery; a
contract extension for seven years 
worth $750,000. Lower)' and 
the Salukis recently made the 
NCAA tournament and played 
well into the tournament making 
it to the Sweet Sixteen.
Coaches all over the country 
are making moves or 
renegotiating their contracts. At 
Creighton University, head coach 
Dan Altman recently 
reconsidered the position he was 
originally slated to take at the 
University o f  Arkansas as their 
head coach. A fter being at 
Creighton for 13 years, Altman 
decided he would stay with his 
current team.
On the larger scale, 
University o f Kentucky Coach 
Tubby Smith recently changed 
addresses and headed up north to 
the University o f  Minnesota. 
Smith’s new Minnesota contract, 
which gives him around $1.7 
million dollars a year, is similar to 
his contract at Kentucky, but he 
has a possibility o f  making more 
with incentives.
As for Forrester and the
Courtesy of SIUE Photo Services 
SIUE Men’s Basketball Head Coach Lennox Forrester talks with the 
media during his press conference after being announced the new 
Cougar coach Monday, April 9, at the Vandalabene Center.
Cougars, the offseason will now 
become a rebuilding process in 
which Forrester will take the 
returning seniors and the rest o f 
the players and make the best o f 
the upcoming couple o f  years.
“One more year in the 
GLVC conference,” Forrester 
said in his opening statements in 
a press conference earlier this
year. “One more year for all the 
seniors to go  through, and 
hopefully be a part o f something 
great.”
Anthony Patrico can be reached at 
alestlespo)ts(äjßmail.com or 650-3524.
Women fifth, men seventh at Vanderbilt
Laura Lengyel/Alestle
SIUE senior Tairisha Sawyer leans forward as she crosses the finish 
line in first place during the 4xl00-meter relay race at the Cougar 
Classic Sunday, April 8, at Korte Stadium. The SIUE women's track and 
field team finished fifth Saturday at the Vanderbilt Invitational.
by Matthew Bruce
Alestle Sports Editor
The SIU E  men’s and 
women’s track and field teams 
showed they could compete with 
NCAA Division I schools at the 
Vanderbilt University
Invitational in Nashville, Tenn., 
over die weekend, racing to top- 
10 finishes on both sides.
The women placed fifth in a 
24-team field, racking up 58 
team points o ff 13 season bests 
marks. Middle Tennessee State 
University topped the field with 
81.5 points to take first. 
Vanderbilt (7 4 .2 0 ), the 
University o f Alabama (64) and 
Western Kentucky University 
(62.5) also bested the Cougars. 
SIU E surpassed several D-I 
teams, including Southern 
Illinois University Carbondale, 
the University o f  Tennessee and 
the University o f  Memphis.
“It was a very good meet,” 
SIU E  men’s and wom en’s 
assistant coach Ben Beyers said. 
“Finishing like that was good. It 
definitely was not one o f our 
goals this weekend. We didn’t 
even have our entire team at the 
Vanderbilt meet. But when you 
have such great performances as 
we had from the individuals, 
obviously the points add up. And 
as a welcome by-product, the 
team stuff kind o f  comes along 
with it.”
Sophomore Deserea Brown 
led the way for the Cougars, 
snapping four school records. 
Brown started o ff by breaking
Jamie Thom as’ 2004 school 
record in die 100-meter hurdles 
with a mark o f 14.24 seconds to 
finish second behind Alabama’s 
Kimberley Laing.
“That will hopefully get her 
into the national meet,” Beyers 
said. “So w e’re really excited 
about that. That was a big 
personal record and a 
tremendous start to her big day.
“She had five events and all 
five o f  them were literally 
unbelievable,” Beyers added.
Brown then notched an 
automatic qualification for the 
NCAA Division II Outdoor 
Championships in the 400 
hurdles. She shattered her own 
school record that she set last 
season, breaking the tape at 
58.78 seconds. Brown also ran 
legs on the 400 and 1,600-meter 
relay teams, both o f which set 
new school marks. She set a 
personal record in the 400-meter 
dash with a 55.12-second finish.
The 4x100 relay team 
eclipsed the provisional 
qualifying mark with a time o f 
46.72 seconds. The 4x400 relay 
team zipped in under the 
automatic qualifying mark for 
Nationals by more than two 
seconds, taking second place with 
a time o f 3
minutes, 39.90 seconds.
“That was one o f our big 
goals for the year, to run under 
3 :40 in the 4x400,” Beyers said. 
“The girls were ecstatic. They’ve 
worked so hard this year and to 
see them reach that goal already 
in April -  when w e’re still
working out hard and we’re still 
lifting w eights -  it was an 
unbelievable feeling. It was very 
rewarding to see them so excited 
because they’ve worked so hard 
to get that.”
Elsewhere for the women, 
senior Valerie Simmons ran for 
provisional qualifying marks in 
the 100 and 400 hurdles and the 
400 dash with times o f  14.56, 
1 :0 2 .0 7  and 57 .75 seconds, 
respectively.
The SIU E  men finished 
seventh out o f  26 schools with 
46.83 points. Middle Tennessee 
State took first with 102.5 
points.
“The men were equally as 
impressive,” Beyers said. “It was 
an unbelievable meet all the way 
around.”
Junior speedster Kyle Rose 
ran to an automatic qualifying 
time in the 400 dash, winning 
first place at 46 .42  seconds. With 
the sprint, he broke his own 
school record, which he set last 
season.
“I guess on the men’s side, 
you’d probably have to start with 
Kyle Rose,” Beyers said. “You 
know, Kyle was second at 
Nationals last year, and he’s 
already run faster than that this 
year. He’s really running well 
right now and I think he’s 
worked so hard. I was glad to see 
him have a big breakthrough in 
that event on Saturday.”
The 4x4 00  relay team 
narrowly missed the automatic 
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Intramural sports gives 
students an opportunity to play 
team sports with friends, 
classmates, and sometimes, gives 
students a chance to meet new 
friends. For a local group o f 
SIU E students, intramural sports 
means more to them than just 
sports recreation.
The members o f Kappa Chi, 
an intramural organization 
started early in 2004, know this 
all too well. Kappa Chi emerged 
victorious at the fourth annual 
Cardboard Boat Regatta, hosted 
by Sigm a Pi, Sunday at the 
Cougar Lake Marina.
Junior Ryan Fuesting and 
sophomore business
administration major David 
Vazquez rowed the team’s boat, 
the “Delorean,” to the Fastest 
Boat and Best o f the Show 
awards for this year’s tide.
But it’s not the first time 
Kappa Chi members have won 
intramural tides at SIU E. Kappa 
Chi has participated in most all o f
the sports offered at the 
intramural level. From indoor 
and outdoor soccer to volleyball, 
basketball, and ping-pong, these 
gendemen have been active in 
events all throughout the past 
three years.
Leading all organizations in 
intramural points, the men o f 
Kappa Chi have been present in 
the majority o f  playoff 
competition for the sports that 
they have competed in. In the 
fall, Kappa Chi took home the 
championship in the competitive 
division o f co-rec volleyball, and 
also took home the 
championship in the men’s sand 
volleyball tournament. Kappa 
Chi also made an appearance in 
the finals o f the open men’s 
basketball tournament. They 
took second at the event.
“The camaraderie between 
the guys is something that you 
get playing high school sports,” 
senior criminal justice major Eric 
Schroeder said. “Most o f  us have 
played sports our whole lives, 
and this is a great way to keep 
that going.”
Schroeder has been a 
member o f Kappa Chi since its 
creation in 2004. The founding 
members o f Kappa Chi, Fuesting 
and seniors Jeff Keevan and Brian 
Lepping all started the 
organization with one goal in 
mind.
“We just wanted to get 
together and win sports.”
Lepping said. “Whatever sport is 
in season, more then likely Kappa 
Chi has a team in that. We may 
not always be the champs, but we 
have a g<xxl shot and we just 
want to have fun.”
Kappa Chi has won four 
championships in the past two 
years o f  competition. They have 
gained championships in the 
men’s volleyball tournament for 
two consecutive years and also 
brought home championships in 
sand volleyball and co-ed 
volleyball.
“When you win 
championships, you get to show 
the university your talents,” 
Schroeder said. “Every time we 
play it’s a whole lot o f fun. It’s 
just a great experience overall.”
Kappa Chi is also involved in 
the activities that many students 
know very little about.
Kappa Chi entered into the 
fall chili cook-off, the bass fishing 
tournament and the recently 
postponed boat regatta. In 
previous years, the organization 
has competed in trivia nights, 
table tennis tournaments, roller 
hockey and look to take on other 
sports in the near future.
“With this being our last 
year, I think we want to try and 
tackle a lot more activities,” 
Fuesting said. “We are hoping to 
get a flag-football team, bowling 
team and maybe even get a 
ultimate Frisbee team together.”
KAPPA CHI/pg. 13 |
by Anthony Patrico
Alestle Sports Reporter
As one o f the biggest sports 
years in SIUE history comes to 
an end, many questions are still 
being left unanswered. As a 
sports reporter for the SIU E 
community, I would like to try 
and answer some o f  these 
questions that many people have 
been wondering about as the year 
wraps up.
Q uestion: When is the next 
time we can celebrate a SIU E  
Division II championship ?
Answer: It will be all or 
nothing next year, our last in 
Division II. We have one more 
season at the D-II level and then 
there will be no more 
opportunities to become national 
champs until the DI status kicks 
into effect.
Q : Will this hurt recruiting 
fo r SIU E and how can we g e t better 
i f  it hurts recruiting ?
A: The reclassification may 
have a dual effect on the 
recruiting process for SIU E. 
Many o f the prospects coming 
into the school will be more likely 
to sign with SIU E due to the 
advancement in the program. An 
athlete may be more likely to sign 
because o f the opportunities that 
they may have in the future by 
going to a soon to be D-I school.
This
process may also 
hurt the chances 






their colleges for 
a couple o f 
reasons. One o f 
the main reasons 
is how much o f a scholarship is 
the school offering. But the 
majority o f athletes choose their 
college because they want to win 
a National Championship. With 
no chance for that, SIU E may 
lose some recruits.
Q : Why should I  care about 
SIU E sports until they g o  D I?
A : You should care about the 
athletics programs because these 
are your fellow classmates, your 
students, your friends, your 
family, and most o f all, soon to be 
fellow alum. When you support 
you team, it shows your school 
spirit and you dedication and 
loyalty to your school. Plus, if  
you support your team now, the 
fan support may grow 
continuously in the future, 
allowing more and more 
participation and events as the 




CAB Congratulates all 
gradual es...especially 
those of CAB!
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c f i o U g w o o d  - k T a n
One Mystic Tan
$ 10.00
Though BALCO’s gone, Conte still strong
L o c a te d  nex t to  D e n n y 's  in front o f W a l-M a r t  
w w w .h o lly w o o d ta n c o .c o m 656-8266
C O M P A N Y
1990 Troy Road • Edwardsville, Illinois 62025
Kandis Boden Jessica Bladdick 
N ail Tech Hair Stylist
618-692-1122
A  J j
Every Thursday is 
College Night!
DJ 10pm-3am  
$3 J a g e r  Bom bs • $2 Longnecks  




20 cents each 9-11
618*656*1113 
1201 N. Main Street • Edwardsville, II 62025
S h a n g r i- la {
Best Chinese Restaurant in Town
S’*
First Anniversary Special
April 12 -  May 12, 2007
20% Off on Lunch Combos
sbo check out our weekday dinner offers on website
www.shangriladining.com
All dishes a re  freshly  
cooked to  o rd e r with  
no MSG, tow salt, 




1-157 University Point II Center 
1039 Century Drive 
Edwardsville, IL 62025
by Elliot Almond
San Jose Mercury News
(MCT) -  “ Come look 
inside,” Victor Conte Jr. urged 
while gesturing toward his new 
silver Bentley shimmering in the 
springtime sun.
When die architect o f sports’ 
worst drug scandal is determined, 
it’s almost futile to resist him.
“Go ahead. Stick your head
in.”
The $170,000 luxury car is 
one indication o f how much has 
changed for Conte in the year 
since his release from a federal 
work camp for his role in 
masterminding the BALCO 
Laboratories steroids scandal. 
The flash has returned, and the 
San Mateo man once called an 
evil scientist, a charlatan and 
worse, has regained his footing in 
the nutritional supplement 
industry.
Sales are up 20 percent this 
year, he said, looking tan and fit 
while darting around the 
nondescript Burlingame building 
that once housed BALCO.
“His passion is back,” 
Conte’s daughter, Veronica, said 
this week.
Since summer, Conte, 56, 
and Veronica have revived the 
business he operated for 15 years 
before taking “a turn down the 
slippery slope.”
BALCO is gone, replaced by 
Scientific Nutrition for Advanced 
Conditioning (SN A C). Conte 
said professional athletes still 
want ZMA, his signature zinc 
and magnesium dietary 
supplement that he said can help 
naturally stim ulate muscle 
growth. (The $1 billion 
supplement industry is largely 
unregulated, making it difficult 
to verify product claims.)
Conte’s prim ary business 
involves bodybuilders and 
combat sports fighters. But he 
also gets Web orders from 
Oakland Raiders and Texas 
Rangers personnel.
H ow can he be sure?
“The shipping address is 
right to their facilities,” Conte 
said, who added that he indirecdy 
supplies Barry Bonds with ZMA.
It’s surprising the Giants 
home-run king would continue 
to associate with Conte. After all, 
a grand jury is investigating 
whether Bonds lied under oath in 
2003 when he testified he didn’t 
knowingly use performance- 
enhancing drugs.
Conte has denied providing 
Bonds with drugs while 
acknowledging he gave steroids 
to Olympic track athletes. He 
remains on probation for another 
year from a 2005 conviction for 
distributing illegal steroids and 
laundering money.
The BALCO case so far has 
netted five convictions and 
sullied the reputations o f  such 
stars as Bonds, Jason Giambi, 
Marion Jones and Bill 
Romanowski. Track coach Trevor 
Graham and cyclist Tammy 
Thomas are awaiting trials on 
obstruction o f  justice charges,
and 15 track athletes either tested 
positive or were banned because 
o f links to Conte.
“BALCO has had a deep 
effect on the national and 
international awareness o f  the 
depth o f the drug problem within 
sports at all levels,” Travis Tygart, 
general counsel for the U .S. Anti- 
Doping Agency, said.
At the SNAC office, the only 
remnants o f  the infamous 
laboratory are a BALCO sign 
hanging at the end o f a hallway 
and a framed 1984 check for 
S467.50. It was the company’s 
first payment, Conte said.
The office hallways are lined 
with framed 8-by-10 photos o f 
famous bodybuilders, football 
players and Olympians who have 
used Conte’s products. Signed 
football jerseys adorn the freshly- 
painted walls. Conte’s field 
credential for the 2003 track and 
field world championships in 
Paris hangs by the entrance. A 
few days after the meet, federal 
agents burst through BALCO’s 
glass door and carted o ff boxes o f 
material that documented 
athletes’ widespread drug use.
Conte said not much has 
changed in the sports world since 
the raid 3 years ago.
Conte, a former bass player 
for the band Tower o f Power, 
acknowledged that he doesn’t 
have proof. H e based his theory 
on what he has learned about 
countries -  such as those in the 
Caribbean -  w ithout national 
drug agencies. They give 
“athletes on their own soil a 
green light to take as many drugs 
as they choose,” he said.
Conte guesses that half o f 
the 11,000 competitors at the 
Sydney Games in 20 00 used 
some kind o f  illegal performance 
aid.
“They have linked 15 to 
me,” he said. “Where are the 
others getting their stuff?”
The man who once flexed his 
biceps on the San Francisco 
federal courthouse steps remains 
as flamboyant as ever. During a 
photo shoot he asked Veronica, 
dressed in professional attire, to 
repeat the pose with him.
She giggled while showing 
o ff her well-defined muscles.
“It’s genetics,” Conte said.
DNA or ZMA?
W H E R E  A R E  T H E Y  
NOW ?
An update on some o f the 
major figures in the BALCO 
Laboratories steroids case:
Greg Anderson: Barry 
Bonds’ personal trainer has been 
in prison since November on 
contempt charges for refusing to 
answer grand jury questions 
about the Giants slugger.
Patrick Arnold: The Illinois 
chemist who created “the clear” 
was released from prison this year 
after serving three months for 
distributing illegal steroids.
Barry Bonds: The Giants left 
fielder is closing in on Hank 
Aaron’s all-time career record o f 
755 home runs. A grand jury is 
investigating whether Bonds lied
under oath when testifying that 
he never knowingly took 
performance-enhancing drugs.
Troy Ellerman: The former 
BALCO defense lawyer pleaded 
guilty Feb. 15 to leaking 
confidential grand jury' testimony 
o f Bonds and others to the San 
Francisco Chronicle. Ellerman 
faces up to two years in prison 
and a S250,000 fine when he is 
sentenced in June.
Trevor Graham: The former 
coach o f  Marion Jones, Tim 
Montgomery and other Olympic 
track stars is charged with lying 
to federal agents investigating 
BALCO. His trial is scheduled 
for Sept.24.
Marion Jones: The Olympic 
star linked to BALCO married 
sprinter Obadele Thompson last 
month. She had a positive test for 
the banned blood-boosting drug 
EPO last year, but she eventually 
was cleared.
Remi Korchemny: The East 
Bay track coach who pleaded 
guilty to misbranding a 
prescription drug in the BALCO 
case effectively retired last month 
in an agreement with the U.S. 
Anti-Doping Agency.
Tim M ontgom ery: The 
former world-record holder in 
the 100 meters pleaded guilty 
this month to cashing bogus 
checks in Virginia; he faces more 
than three years in prison. 
Montgomery also was banned 
from track in 2005 for two years 
because o f  evidence from the 
BALCO case showing he used 
illegal drugs.
Je ff Novitzky: The former 
San Jose State basketball player 
remains the Internal Revenue 
Service’s lead agent in continuing 
to track leads from the BALCO 
case.
Kevin Ryan: The former San 
Francisco U .S. attorney, among 
those fired in the Bush 
administration’s recent removal 
o f federal prosecutors, has joined 
the legal firm o f  Allen, Matkins, 
Leek, Gamble &  Natsis in San 
Francisco.
Travis ly g a r t: The anti­
doping agency’s general counsel 
will replace Terry Madden as 
executive director O c t.l. He 
currendy is preparing for what 
could prove to be the agency’s 
biggest case to date -  the May 14 
hearing o f Tour de France winner 
Floyd Landis.
Jim Valente: Conte’s right- 
hand man at BALCO left the 
company in August. He was 
sentenced to three years 
probation in 2005.
(c) 2007, San Jose Mercury 
News (San Jose, Calif.), 
Distributed by McClatchy- 
Tribune Information Services.
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PATRICO
from  pg. 1 1___
Q: Why doesn’t SIU E g e t a 
football team? We are D I so we 
should have a team, right?
A: Although the school has 
not completely ruled out the 
option o f ever getting a football 
program, the likelihood o f 
getting a program is very slim at 
this point. It is a DI standard 
that to have a DI football 
program you must average at 
least 15,000 in attendance. 
Picture this, every single student 
enrolled at SIU E must go to the 
game and bring 2,000 o f  their 
closest friends. Then we would 
meet the D I standards. A 
football program may not be 
completely out o f our sights, but 
no plans have been made to 
implement a permanent 
program.
Q : Why does this process take 
five years?
A: The reclassification takes 
five years because they NCAA 
loves to keep you in suspense. 
No, it takes this long because the 
NCAA evaluates the program 
and puts the University through a 
numerous series evaluations and 
updates to be delivered to the 
NCAA. Each year all o f the
TRACK
from  pg. 10
coaches and faculty must attend 
certain workshops and meetings 
all mandatory under NCAA 
regulations.
Q: When is the first time I  can 
see a SIU E D I N ational 
Championship?
A: In the fall o f 2012, SIUE, 
depending on joining an 
appropriate conference and 
meeting all standards set by the 
NCAA, will be fully eligible to 
compete in DI post season play. 
However, SIUE could join and 
compete in a conference in DI 
play as early as the 2008-2009 
season.
All these questions are 
mosdy based on the information 
given by the University. All o f 
the information is offered online 
at siue.edu/ATHLETIC. For 
some, this is just another step 
into the continuing growth o f 
SIUE. To others, this is no big 
deal. But regardless, the Cougars 
are on the move and are 
pouncing into the future.
Anthony Patrico can be reached at 
alestlesports@gmail.com or 650-3524.
coming in at 3:09.65 in the event 
to grab first place.
“For all intents and 
purposes, that time will assure 
them a spot in the national 
meet,” Beyers said. “They just 
ran phenomenally. I ’m very, very 
proud o f those guys. They’ve had 
to really work hard just to get to 
the position where they’re at. 
Obviously, you’ve got a couple 
superstars on that team. But then 
you’ve got a couple o f other guys 
that are a little bit more blue 
collar and they’re just there 
working hard everyday and doing 
the best that they can to help the 
team.”
The Cougar men and 
women head to Des Moines, 
Iowa, for the Drake University 
Relays, which begin Thursday
KAPPA CHI
from  pg. 11
One o f the main aspects o f 
intramural sports is not just the 
fact o f competing in the games. 
All participants must meet the 
sportsmanship guidelines set by 
the SIU E intramural staff. These 
guidelines help the students 
participate in a safe and fun 
environment and not only helps 
provide a fun but also a learning 
experience for all the members 
who participate.
and run through Saturday. The 
teams then return home to host 
the SIU E Twilight at 1 :30 p.m. 
Saturday at Korte Stadium.
“This had to be probably one 
o f the most exciting -  possibly 
the best -  meets that we’ve had at 
SIU E since (Head Coach David) 
Astrauskas and I have been here 
the last five years,” Beyers said. 
“This was an unbelievable meet 
and I’m very proud o f those kids 
and how hard they’ve worked. 
They deserve all the accolades 
they’ve gotten so far and all the 
ones they’re going to get in the 
future.”
Anthony Patrico can be reached at 
alestlcspQrts6igmail.com or 650-3524.
Matthew Bruce can be reached at 
alestlesports@gmail.com or 650-3524.
“ We go out there everyday 
and want to play the game and 
have fun,” Fuesting said. “It’s all 
about having fun with a bunch o f 
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THE Daily Crossword Edited by Wayne Robert Williams Sudoku By Michael Mepham
A C R O S S
1 Eye amorously 




15 Of an arm bone
16 Clarinet’s relative
17 Opposed to
18 Explosive stuff, 
briefly
19 Mature
20 Start of James 
Thurber quote
23 Dig a trench
24 Shea Stadium player
25 Pined (for)
28 Vicious or Caesar
29 Took to court
31 Had sushi
32 Castle protectors 
35 Part 2 of quote
37 Uffizi Palace display
38 Fountain treats
39 Salacious stare
40 Part 3 of quote
42 Spanish priest
43 PC group
44 Islands off Galway
45 Slugger’s need
46 Utopian
48 Segment of a min.
49 AT&T part 
52 End of quote 
56Tarot user


















32 33 34 4 36
37 ■ 38 m 39
40 41 m *
43 « 44
_
46 47 „ 50 51
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4 ! 1 3
3




3 6 9 7
9





4 Extended narrative 
poem
5 Basked
6 Montgomery of “The 
Misfits”
7 Not taken in by
8 Poi source
9 Streetcars
10 Access the Web




22 Kind of list
26 Old-time knock-out 
gas









38 “T h e __of Venice”
41 Not of the cloth




49 Used a stopwatch
50 Variety of corundum






Complete the grid so each row, column and 3- 
by-3 box (in bold borders) contains every digit 
1 to 9. For strategies on how to solve Sudoku, 
visit www.sudoku.org.uk.
(c) 2006 Michael Mepham. Distributed by Tribune Media 
Services. All rights reserved.
Now on Mobile! Key in 783658.com on your cell’s Web 
browser for details. Charges will apply.
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Tuesday’s Answers
THE Daily Crossword
E d ite d  b y  W a y n e  R o b e rt  W illia m s
Sudoku
By Michael Mepham
6 3 8 7 2 1 9 5 4
5 9 7 6 8 4 1 3 2
4 2 1 5 9 3 8 7 6
1 4 5 2 3 8 7 6 9
3 8 9 4 6 7 5 2 1
2 7 6 1 5 9 3 4 8
8 1 2 3 7 6 4 9 5
9 6 3 8 4 5 2 1 7
7 5 4 9 1 2 6 8 3
Kerasotes ^
flW L Movies with Magic Tj  &•
FREE REFILL  o n  p o p c o r n  & s o f t  d rin ks
VISIT U S ONLINE AT W W W .K E R A S O T E S.C O M
S h o w T im es  for  A p r il  2 7  - May  3
C o t t o n w o o d  —  Edwardsville 
upper LEVEL M a ll— 1-800 -F A N D A N G O  1 5 5 9 #
MATINEE PRICES ALL SHOWS BEFORE 6 PM
T M N T (P G ) D a il y  7:15;
F r i/ S a t  L a t e  S h o w  9:20; S a t / S u n  M a t in e e  2:30 
FIREHOUSE DOG (PG) D a il y  6:45;
F r i/ S a t  L a t e  S h o w  9:10: S a t / S u n  M a t in e e  2:00 
PERFECT STRANGER (R) D a il y  7:00;
F r i/ S a t  L a t e  S h o w  9:30; S a t / S u n  M a t in e e  2:15
EASTGATE C iN E M A -E a s t A lton 
Eastgate Center-1-800-FAN DAN G O  1558#
MATINEE PRICES ALL SHOWS BEFORE 6 PM
BARGAIN TUESDAYS
S 5  A it  S£Ar»~Au Twss—lxcivoet P op co**
N O W I S u K R S A V E R  MATINEES IN ( )  ONLY $ 3 .7 5
NEXT (PG-13) D a il y  (4:30) 7:10;
F r i/ S a t  La t e  S h o w  9:30; S a t / S u n  M a t in e e  2:00 
SHOOTER (R)' D a il y  (4:00) 7:00;
F r i/ S a t  L a t e  S h o w  9:50; S a t / S u n  M a t in e e  1:15 
VACANCY (R) D a il y  (4:50) 7:30;
F r i/ S a t  L a t e  S h o w  10:00; S a t /S u n  M a t in e e  2:30 
IN THE LAND OF W OMEN (PG-13)
D a il y  (4:10) 6:40: F r i/S a t  L a t e  S h o w  9:10; 
S a t / S u n  M a t in e e  1:30 
DISTURBIA (PG-13) D a il y  (4:20) 6:50;
F r i/ S a t  L a te  S h o w  9:20; S a t /S u n  M a t in e e  1:45 
BLADES OF GLORY (PG-13) D a il y  (4:40) 7:20; 
F r i/ S a t  L a t e  S h o w  9:40; S a t /S u n  M a t in e e  2:15
S h o w P la c e  12 —  Edwardsville 
At Route 159 & Center G rove Rd. 
1-800-FANDANGO 1560#
MATINEE PRICES ALL SHOW S BEFORE 6 PM
Maumee Movie Magic fo r  M om s <s Dads) 
Tu e s d a y s  -  1st  m atinee of  e a c h  e e m w e
M a t i n e e s  D a i l y !
INVISIBLE (PG-13) 2:20 5:10 7:50 10:15 
NEXT (PG-13) 2:00 4:40 7:30 10:00 
CONDEMNED (R) 1:30 4:10 7:10 9:50 
K IC K IN 'IT  OLD SKOOL (PG-13)
1:10 3:50 6:30 9:20 
FRACTURE (R)
1:50 4:50 7:40 10:20 
VACANCY (R) 1:40 4:00 6:40 9:00 
IN THE LAND OF W OMEN (PG-13)
2:10 5:00 7:20 9:40 
t h e  HOAX (R) 8:40
DISTURBIA (PG-13) 1:20 4 20 7:00 9:30 
ARE W E DONE YET? (PG)
1:45 4:30 6:50 9:10 
MEET THE ROBINSONS (G)
1 0 0  3:30 6:10 
BLADES OF GLORY (PG-13)
1:15 3:40 6:20 8:50 
W ILD HOGS ¡PG-13) 2:30 5:20 8 00 10:30
S p e c ia l  1 2 :0 1 am show ing  on F riday , May 4 th 
o f S p id e r -Man 3  (P G -1 3 )  - S howP lac e 1 2  & 
E a st g a t e  C inema 
J u st  A ft er  M idnight T hu rsd ay
CLASSIFIEDS
from  pg. 16
AVON-REPS NEEDED TODAY! Earn 
up to 50% of sales, Flexible Hours. Sigh Up 
today at www.start.youravon.com. code: 
sboruff, contact Stacey @ 444-7444 for 
questions.
TUTORS NEEDED Math and Science 
tutors needed. Great Pay, flexible 
hours 656-8979
DCFS QUALIFIED LEAD TEACHER
High quality child care center seeks DCFS 
qualified lead teacher. Early childhood 
block stipend available fo r appropriate 
candidate. (618) 288-9595
LOOKING FOR AN ENERGETIC
person fo r m arketing/ sales for full time. 
Fax resume to (618) 659-9635
FULL-TIME SUMMER WORK fo r
maintenance/lawn service. $8 per hour 
(618^692-9310
CHILDCARE NEEDED fo r the summer 
semester. MWF mornings. Glen Carbon. 
Please coll 288-1967 _____________
NEED $$$ & HAVE A FEW HOURS?
Local house cleaning company, 12 /15  hrs. 
wkly; days only, no weekends/ nights. Work 
around your schedule. $ 7 / hr; must have 
car/ phone. 61 8 /6 56 -000 5
SUMMER WORK Apply now. Start after 
finals. $15 base/ appt. Flexible schedules. 
Custom er sales/ service. Scholarship 
opportunities. All majors considered. Call: 
314.977.7873 St. Louis West or 618-692- 
2290 Edwardsville.
PART-TIME HANDY-MAN, YARD­
MAN Must be reliable and responsible. 
Ability to operate tractor a plus. Location: 
Collinsville. Flexible hours. $8-$ 10 hour. 
Cash 288-0539
MISCELLANEOUS
USED BOOKS AT BARGAIN PRICES.
Good Buy Bookshop, Lovejoy Library Room 
0012, Wednesdays and Thurdays 11 a.m. 
to 2 p.m. Sponsored by Friends of Lovejoy 
Library.
PERSONALS
SARA ROBINSON IS ... Alpha Sigma 
Tau's final sister of the week fo r spring 
2007! She gets this basically because she is 
awesome! We love you!
ALPHA KAPPA LAMBDA brother o f the 
week: Pat Escamis fo r going above and 
beyond his call o f duty during Springfest. 
Way to go, Pat!
TH E  MEN O F  A L P H A  KAPPA  
LAMBDA would like to wish everyone the 




FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to
share a 2 bdr townhome starting June 1st. 
About $4 00 / mo (including utilities) + 
deposit. Call Jenny 973-0610
10 min. from SIUE. newly remodeled 
house, private room , internet, cable, 
washer/ dryer, fu ll kitchen. $3 50 / month. 
¡crompt@siue.edu, 309.236.3036
ROOMMATE WANTED! 2 girls looking 
for 3rd roommate! house in downtown 
edwardsville about $ 3 0 0 / mon. including 
utilities, call aubrie fo r more info. 618- 
520-8830
ROOMMATE WANTED Looking fo r 
someone to share my 2 bdr, 1.5 bath 
townhouse, close to campus. Available 
now. 314.952.8315
ROOMMATE WANTED Female looking 
to share townhouse, close to campus 
$ 3 30 / mo plus utilities 502.645.1517
ROOM AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY 3BR
apt. 3.5 mi. from campus. Rent & utilities 
$325 ish / mo. 618-792-6964.
TWO FEMALE ROOMMATES 
WANTED to live in 5 bedroom house. 
Pool. All utilities included. 10 min. from 
SIUE. $350  per m onth . Call Jackie 
314.487.0237 •
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Dean Kent Neely 
Associate Dean Carl Springer 
Associate Dean Wendy Shaw 
Assistant Dean Kevin Johnson 
and all of the Faculty and Staff 
of the College of Arts and Sciences 
congratulate you on achieving 
tenure or promotions in 2007
Tenure j
Seran Aktuna English Language & Literature
Shunfu Hu Geography
Tenure and Prom otion to Associate Professor &
Matthew W ilt A rt & Design
Zhi-Qing Lin B io logy/Environm ental Sciences
Larry LaFond English Language & L iterature
Sharon McGee English Language & Literature
Geoffrey Schmidt English Language & L iterature
Stephen Tamari H istory
David Kaplan Physics
Denise DeGarmo Political Science
M orris Taylor Public A dm in istra tion  & Policy Analysis
Mark Hedley Sociology & Crim inal Justice
Matt Petrocelli Sociology & Crim inal Justice
Prom otion to Professor
Ivy Cooper A rt & Design
Laura Strand A rt & Design
Kevin Krajniak Biology
Kathleen Bueno Foreign Languages & Literature
Debbie Mann Foreign Languages & Literature
Geert Pallemans Foreign Languages & Literature
Bin Zhou Geography
James Hinson Music
Venessa Brown Social Work
Linda M arkow itz Sociology & Crim inal Justice
Promotion to  Associate Professor
Julie P ietroburgo Public A dm in is tra tion  & Policy Analysis
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FOR RENT
TIRED OF RENTING? DORM LIFE?
Call Nancy Milton at Coldwell Banker Brown 
Realtors to see great two and three-bedroom 
homes for sale in Edwardsville and Glen 
Carbon today. Let your roommates help with the 
mortgage next semester and beyond! 618-791- 
8007 or Nancy.Milton@ColdwellBanker.com.
THREE TO SEVEN bedroom HOUSES. 
$450.00 to $900 .00 monthly. 618-444- 
2267
SPACIOUS 1 AND 2 BEDROOM APPT.
located across from Forest Park. 1 bed/$550 
and 2bed/$675 ind.w/ s11 and cable. Ask for 
Sue 314-361-8300
NO ROOMATE REQUIRED, 1 bdr opt
w / oil utilities included, ca & appliances, 
just minutes from campus. ONLY $475 / 
mo. W on't last long, so call today fo r 
im mediate occupancy, 978-9909
NICE LOFT APARTMENT 4 miles from 
SIUE. Available May 11th. Please call Erin 
@ 217-201-0740
GLEN CARBON RENTALS minutes to 
SIUE 2 Bedroom Apartments, Townhouses, 
Lofts, deck/patio, basement, washer/dryer 
hookups. Starting at $585 (618) 346- 
7878. www.osbornproperties.com
2/3 BEDROOM Ledaire, Edwardsvile. 
Lease, Deposit, References call after 6pm 
659-3686 or 656-2653  ____________
HOUSE CLOSE TO CAMPUS Seeking
3 clean and quiet roomates, 2 story house, 
large bedrooms, all appliances included, 
$ 4 0 0 / mo. u tilities included. 
309.212.4522
4 BDRM, 2 BATH, DOWTOWN
Edwardsville, deck, all appliances, $1200 
mo, ly r  lease, available June 1st. 447- 
6343 447-6343
CAMPUS LIFE DRIVING YOU 
CRAZY? Lock in your housing fo r next 
semester now! Taking advanced rentals on 
2 and 3-bed townhomes. Close to campus, 
free cable TV. (618) 69 2 -9 310  
www.rentchp.com
BIKE TO SCHOOL. ON BUS LINE.
Very quiet, safe, (get 2 roommates, pay 
only $ 2 3 0 / mo.) 3 BD. room apt. $690 / 
mo. Large LR. New carpet. Patio, porch. 
Nice neighborhood. 618 406-2866
BEAUTIFUL 3 BEDROOM 1.5 BATH
townhom e finish basement. 2 and 4 
bedroom units also available. Call (618) 
772-9146.
ALPHA SIGMA TAU LADIES Alpha 
Sigma Tau ladies w ou ld like to  wish 
everyone goodluck on finals! And we hope 
everyone has a fun and safe summer!
ALL UTILITIES INCLUDED, ¡ust 10 min 
from SIUE, 2 bdr w / appliances, central air, 
bus stop @ edge o f your driveway, only 
$7 0 0 / mo. Immediately available. Inquire 
Today 978-9909
4 BEDROOM HOUSE FOR RENT 1.5
Baths, wrap-around deck, spiral staircase, 
fridge, stove, VYear lease. $ 1 2 0 0 / month. 
Avail. June 1.(636)227-4610
3BR DUPLEX IN GLEN CARBON
Available m id / end o f May. $ 7 9 5 / mo 
288-2275 ___  ______
2BR, 1.5 BA. TOWNHOUSE 1-255/ 
Horseshoe Lake Rd. area 15 mins. to Saint 
Louis and SIUE. Includes w / d and some 
utilities. No pets non-smokers only $575 / 
month. (618)344-2125.
OWNROOM lO m ins. siue. G arage, 
dishwasher, big yard. $2 50 /m o  618-567- 
8060
1 OR 2 BEDROOM IN MARYVILLE
$370/470 + deposit, lease, w a/ trash 
included, no pets, credit check required. 
(618)444-5619
to thealestle.com/classifieds, register an 
account and sell that old tv or car, both in the 
Alestle’s print edition and online!
FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC vehicles 
for every budget 10 mins. away in 
Troy Illinois. Visit us online to see 
over 75 cars available right now. 
We also finance good and bad 
credit. www.lCarSales.com
(618J667-CARS
1985 CHEVROLET SILVERADO 4X2
Reg Cab 52, xxx miles. Black $3,100 O. B. 
O  667-3486
HELP W ANTED
SITTERS WANTED. Average $10 per 
hour, register free fo r jobs near campus or 
home, www.student-sitters.com.
SE E CLA SSIFIED S/pg.14
Place your classified ad at a 
time convenient fo r you using 
our easy, secure online interface 
at thealestle.com/dassifieds
ALESTLE CLASSIFIEDS GIVE YOU MORE!
Web Extras Vary
Please schedule your ad carefully as 
we cannot offer refunds. Corrections 
must be noted by on the first day 
the ad appears in the newspaper.
Deadlines:
By 11 a.m. Monday fo r Tuesday issue 
By 11 a.m. Wednesday fo r Thursday issue 
Having trouble? Call 618-650-3528 
o r e-mail alestleclassifieds@gmaH.com
BASIC PRINT INSERTION RATES:
10 word minim um  for all ads.
20 cents a word 1-2 insertions, per insertion 
19 cents a word 3-4 insertions, per insertion 
18 cents a word 5-19 insertions, per insertion 
17 cents a word 20+ insertions, per insertion
Print Extras:
All bold, additional $5
Alesile Office Hours (MUC 2022): 
8 a.m. - 4 :3 0  p.m. Mon-Fri
FOR SALE
SELL YOUR STUFF!!I
Alestle classifieds are cheap and easy. Just go
I'll m e e t  you  a t  B e a r s
I'm  running la te
9 H  mm mm mm mm g
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or -tJ W h  r/C Unlimited Night and Weekend Minutes
30-Day Guarantee:
F * '  -
Vis .
ItttO  C tu  L FBUM
rwi
U.S. Cellular' gets us... 
so we c&n get together, 
even when we're not
National Family Plans
(even friends can share)




Night & Weekend Minutes 
(Starting at 7:00 p.m.)
•  FREE
Incoming Text Messages
Take our best network challenge, 
test our p r o d u c ts ,  experience our 
customer service and make sure 
they are right for you.
US. Cellular
Check out the 
A L L  N E W  getusc.com
1 - 8 8 8 -b u y  -u s e e
Scon 
Motorato KRZR
